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$2.50 
Will pay for a 

Life Membership 

in the CO-OP 

The Store Owned and Operated 

| by the Students 

And a WATERMAN, PARKER, RIDER or 

CONKLIN FOUNTAIN PEN will be given 

FREE 

A dividend of 13 per cent in trade and 9 per cent 

in cash declared last year. Do not be 

misled by other offers 

JOIN NOW 

University Co-Operative Co. 
504-508 STATE STREET 

Get our free booklet with college songs, football dates and 

explanation of how to join the student’s store



You Will Make a Mistake [--7 
If you will place your order for coffees before . -—) 
consulting us. @, Owing to the high price of 
coffee this year, we have spent considerable a. 
time and money in getting just what we want » 

Just what you want—A good coffee Y 
at a moderate price—Guaranteed i i J 

absolutely pure a 

MADISON TEA COMPANY jf 7 
Phone 1264 26 East Mifflin Street : 

A Long-Felt Student Want 

A First-Class Sanitary Barber Shop 
NEAREST AND NEWEST 

Service—Our Motto Sanitation—Our Aim 
COMPLETE IN EVERY DETAIL 

Courteous Treatment—Shoe Shine and Porter Service 

OTe tO HER THE WISCONSIN 716 University Avenue 

When coming to the 
Football Game 

Visit ) 
9 Schwoegler’s 

THE KING OF BITTERSWEETS 
FORMERLY WITH PALACE OF SWEETS . 

528 State Street, Madison, Wis.



Personality in Stehr & Walter| Women’s 
Clothes 

CAPITAL CITY 
MEAT MARKET We take this opportunity to 

invite you to our shop today 

422 State Street —both educators and edu- 
cated—since this is the time 

: to repens the Past ward- 
robe, and this is the day you 

Choice Meats are most at leisure. Prices 
modest. 

We make a specialty of catering to the —_— 

fraternity and boarding house trade. THE 
e 

If you want good meats and choice ds 

cuts, give us a trial. 

oe ‘GARMENT Co.- 
one 2700 “Women’s and Misses Outfitters” 

Trunks for Studes | $7.50 _A 

7 a y . SAS iP 

4H hy . x 62. = ee ar LE 

Best and Largest Assortment in Madison —_— 

Rs cece Prompt CLASSY FALL FOOTWEAR 
Attended to All Leathers Latest Styles 

Wehrman’s Leather Goods BLIND & SAND ER 

= Store —opposise msiese We carry a nice assortment of Gymnasium 
16 KING STREET Oxfords



Has the Central Life the largest agency in Madison? 

Why has the Central Life placed more business in Dane County, in the 
City of Madison, in the University, including faculty and students, dur- 
ing the last seven years than any other company in the United States? 

Why do we find so many boosters for the Central Life? 

Honest Business Methods 
Courteous Treatment 

. Guaranteed Standard Policies 
Reas Ons Are— \ Satisfied Policy Holders 

Satisfied Beneficiaries 
Personnel of Agents the Best 

State Office: Phone 1148 A. C. LARSEN, 
Washington Building State Manager 

PHONE 1785 

EXCLUSIVE MILLINERY 
10 S. CARROLL ST. 

Complete Course in Motion Pictures—Always the Latest and Best at 

The Grand ana The Fair Play 
Both Houses Operated by 

SHERWOOD & McWILLIAMS 

Can You Write? 
Then Try for the Vilas Prize 

$50—$25



What’s this terrible Reciprocity 

Backed by Billy, big as three, 

Cs: by Bobby, like a bee, 

"Tis Canada wanting Rocky Mountain Tea. 

Box Ball Have You Tried It? 
East Main and Webster 

That’s All! 

A. D. & J. V. FREDERICKSON GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
| PINE, HEMLOCK AND HARDWOOD LUMBER 

MANUFACTURERS OF BUILDERS MATERIAL MADISON, WIS. 

M. ENGELHARDT 308¢@_STATE_ST. 
DRY GOODS, FANCY GOODS 

LADIES’ READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS AND FURS 

See That Spencer’s 

is on the table at your boarding 
place every meal, as it is the best 
brain, muscle and strength bread 

in the world 

607-609 University Avenue
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! WISCONSIN SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
; ADA BIRD, Director 

First Semester Begins September 25, 1911 
Registration Days, September 25, 26, 27 

PIANO 
ADA BIRD ELIZABETH BUEHLER JENNIE TAYLOR 
META WAGNER ISABELLE WILLIAMS ARLINE COFFMAN 

VOICE 
ADELAIDE FORESMAN ALEXIUS BAAS 

VIOLIN 
FREDERICK MACMURRAY FRANK BACH 

HARMONY AND HISTORY OF MUSIC 
ELIZABKTH BUEHLER 

MANDOLIN, GUITAR AND BANJO 
FRANK BACH 

DRAMATIC READING AND ELOCUTION 

ALEXIUS BAAS 

In every department we have teachers of ability and experience, who have studied with renowned masters 
in Europe and America. Send for free catalog. Address, Secretary of Wisconsin School of Music, or 

Phone 357 ADA BIRD, Director, 433 State Street, Madison, Wis. 
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You Will Like This First Issue 

And the Nextis Going to be Better 

Just as Full of Good Stuff 

November— The Football Number 

Watch for it
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No Student’s Room Complete 
without the 

LATEST IMPROVED ENGLISH MODEL 

The Handsomest Models and Most 
Perfect Flat or Arched Back 

Instruments Made 
also 

Violins, Guitars, Banjos, etc., of superior construction 
and tone. Every detail of our stock as near perfec- 
tion as money can buy. Strings of the same quality. 

20 North Carroll Street MADISON, WIS. 
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WHOLESALE Packers of : z 

CHEESE Raw Oysters AV <i 

Ppowedie AM / ye wise 

Wee 
Established 1891 i] \= yy S sea | 

Lie = oY A Ester Oyster Co. Zo A ih | KA 
FRESH, SALT AND SMOKED Sa ey - a. 

FI SH Office Desks Office Files 
Wedding Outfits at the Close of the Year 

Wholesale 

Veanoes Haswell 
Furniture Company 

CLAYTON W. HASWELL, President 

206 East Main Street, Madison, Wis. oo: er oes? FURNITURE 

Telephone: Bell 975 Madison, Wis.



M. A. DUFFY 

Up-to-date . 
Mill; Commercial 

LUATLery Stationery and 
Fall Opening Printing 

401 State Street 

Sumner & Crampton | 

Drugs and Photos 

902 State Street PARSON'S PRINTING AND 
STATIONERY CO. 

We Have Our Own Special Department 

for Developing and Printing 24 North Carroll Street 
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(ff Wh) Cream 
hy YA PR si yy Butter 
WIE Sig Waly pte Butter Milk 
ZS Ice Cream 

Sold only by 

RENDTORFF & ZILISCH CoO. 

Visit our plant and see the workings of an up-to-date, sanitary creamery 

Phone 979 629 Washington Ave.



Phone 782 for Best Cut Flowers and Potted Plants—915 University Avenue 

Ghe 

. The Home of the First National Bank 
Madison, Wisconsin Royal ‘Tailors 

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY 

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS, $400,000.00 And everythin g that 

+ is new and fit to wear 

Officers and Directors At prices that bring the 

Af Toads Feedent ME Fale Vee reuieat | eollege man to this store 
F. W. Hoyt James E. Mosely 

Wayne Ramsay, Cashier M. C. Clarke, Ass’t Cashier 

(:NLOTHING 
Faterest. paid on ime OMPAN Y 

This Bank solicits the a unts of ‘6 : 

firms, individuals and corporations Where quality tells and 
price sells 

PROMPT AND EFFICIENT SERVICE 

New York Store| BADGER COMPANY 
. LADIES AND GENTS A Shop for Ladies 

GARMENTS 

ae Cleaning, Dyeing 
The N ewest Tr Immings | Altering, Repairing and 
Creations in || and Novelties Pressing 
DRESS in Women’s a 

GOODS Wear. Suits to Order 
for Fall and 

Winter Wear Newest on 
; ' Goods Called For and Delivered 

are on display Bandings, 
awaiting Hand Bags, 

your Gloves and| P)odo & Foso 
inspection U Hosiery | Telephone 365 513 State St. 

Phone 782—Write, Wire or Telephone for Flowers, Etc., to Everett, 915 University Ave.
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Hello! 
Yes, this is 

FRANK’S 

PHONE 887 

815 UNIVERSITY AVE. 

FORD'S YOUNG MEN aso WOMEN 
of higher education would do 

for well to take up the study of 

E OTO C Stenngraphy 

either as a profession or as a 
stepping stone to their business 

—- or professional career, and to that 

' end, there is no place to study like 

Miss Broun’s Private School 

THE FORD STUDIO of Stenagraphy 

123 West Mifflin, Corner Fairchild Cary Building 

Phone me Milmauker, Wis.
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ditorial 

GREETINGS 

Wa EVER a man beholds the man seeks a better understanding of the  - 
verdant splendor of a new-born omnipotent Creator, and with astonished 
earth, and sees again the floral lock gazes at the morning blossoms drink- 

fields painted as though by magic in a_ ing in the nectar of the early days ;—and, 
night, he stan’s enraptured in the mar- when man stoops to pick a red ripe berry 
velous scene and for him speaks his heart and tastes its pleasant sweetness culled 
in ever quickening, pulsative throbs—and, from a tasteless earth, he ever glories in 
when the ear perceives again a long lost that miraculous Force which unseen 
strain, recalling to sacred memory the quictly produces new fruits from the 
hymn of youth which once brought nearer ample range of nature;—but when he 
unto earth the Great Beyond with all its grasps the warm hand of a friend re- 
beauty, mystery and sanctity, man feels turned, and feels again his surging, cours- 

the presence of a power ineffable, and lo! ing blood; when again he looks into the 

—a trance enshrouds the soul immovable; eyes that speak of days most memorable 

—and, when the scent of morning fields, and dear, and hears once more the voice 

laved in the dew and bathed in the first that oft before in ectacy and joy, in sym- 

rays of the rising sun is once more pathy and love spoke true to him, his 

wafted o’er the lanes and meadows wide, lips are opened for then he understands
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and knows, and with a gratitude most credit for work well done; let us regard 

deep, and with a pressure of the hand, the band as more than a perfunctory body, 

and with a look of thankfulness he hails pleasing us when life is full of mirth and 
him brother—brother safely returned to  gayety, but let us regard the band as one 

live with him again the former days and of our foremost organizations, indispens- 
add to them a greater purpose—a life able in the life of a student body; and 
more sacrificial an the service of all man- lastly, let us ever suppress the popular 

kind, To this end he welcomes and greets spirit of discontent with men and meas- 

his friend—to this end do we greet our ures of the year. That college community 
readers, old and new, returned to this in- jg best which strives to interpret acts and 
stitution, the learned mother of a host of motives always for the best. To the work 

friends. then. A greater Wisconsin shall be ours. 

TO THE WORK THE VILAS MEMORIAL PRIZES 

. HEN students see a man with a M*s VILAS again offers the William 
W purpose, a man willing and able F. Vilas Memorial Prizes, one of 

to carry out his plans, they stand fifty dollars for the best story and 
aside and let him go ahead. Hundreds of another of twenty-five dollars for the sec- 
men have gone ahead with propositions ond best story submitted to The Wiscon- 

here at Wisconsin and have left us the Sim Magazine. Last year this contest was 
heritage of their labors. Men have worked eminently satisfactory. A number of good 
for a students court—it is now an es- story writers were developed, and several 

tablished institution. They have worked of them have since appeared in our na- 
for a seven-game football schedule—it was tional magazines. 
granted; they conceived the idea of a Wis- In awarding these prizes, Mrs. Vilas 
consin union, ves, in fact, our well organ- does not intend to place Wisconsin Maga- 
ized student activities, all of them, repre- ine contributions on a mercenary basis. 

sent the labors of earnest workers. Yet, However, she is satisfied that a worthy at- 

how many of these workers remained here tempt deserves a worthy recognition, and 

a sufficiently long period of time to be in her kind generosity offers these excel- 

able to enjoy the benefits of their own es- lent remunerations. We shall look for- 
tablished institutions. If we were to de- ward to meritorious stories of high literary 

fine Wisconsin spirit we would cefine it excellency this year. The contest is now 

in the terms of these innumerable monu- on. We earnestly invite your competition. 

ments erected by Wisconsin men and 
women. They stand before us now as an CONDITIONS OF CONTEST 
expression of true loyalty, as an incite- 1. The contest is open to all undergrad- 

ment to serious application on the part of uates of the University of Wisconsin. 
ourselves fer creating comforts and joys 2. The length of stories submitted shall 
for the next generation of Wisconsin men not be less than fifteen hundred words or 
and women. Let us, therefore, begin at more than four thousand words. There 

once, individually and collectively, to carry are no limitations imposed on subject mat- 

on the unfinished work for a Union Build- ‘ter. Contestants are requested to have 
ing and for a new Boat House; let us be- the copy typewritten. 
gin at once, through proper education, to 3. The stories must be in the hands of 
spread the knowledge of the workings and the business manager of The Wisconsin 
mission of the Honor System, so that it Magazine not later than the third of De- 

may be intelligently instituted within a cember, 1911. The story must be inclosed 
few years; let us create a new life of song in a large envelope and addressed to the 
in our institution and develop this most business manager of the Wisconsin Maga- 

sadly neglected side of our student life; zine for the William F. Vilas Memorial 

let us enter into athletics with a new spirit Prize Story Contest. This large envelope 
of sportsmanship, condemning ineligibility shall contain a separate envelope, sealed, : 
as Wisconsin disloyalty and giving due which shall hold the correct name of the :
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contestant, together with a nom de plume. THE PERSONAL TOUCH 
the atone nom de plume shall appear on Lees we have many. Our 

The following members of the faculty ‘onpued orators ronnted Wall qual. 

of ae University of Wisconsin have con- jy for the platform in the Roman forum. 

nef get as Judes of fhe ete: Yeu rely the age of oratory has no Prof. F. W. Roe. Prof. 5 FA. Pvre and passed in university circles; the lecturer 
Mr. RW Owen. y has supplanted the tutor—tutorage is be- 
ab. IX. wen. . coming obsolete—tutory is obsolete and 

———___— the tutress is dead. Alas for the poor 
OF INTEREST TO FRESHMEN pupil what is to Decomme of him ? weet 

66 2 is to become of him, that is our problem 
ZA “the asticle oh ere at and it is a: serious problem, too, a prob- 

May Enter College Activities” lem that threatens a national calamity. 

contains valuable information not even We are already hardened to the voice that 
known by some seniors. This article has speaks from the discs and cylinders and 

however, been mainly planned for fresh- have long ceased to hope for an acquain- 

men. They need the information given tanceship with the artist who sings or 

and should benefit by it. In the first place, plays for us. The f tage already parades 
this article lists all the important student its lifeless forms before hey oN t 5 
activities. A knowledge of what is hap- living actors, where N Ww, totic fools 
pening all about the campus is a prere- us. Oh, what chine ' nt . em tals 
quisite requirement to the making of a traverse this machine nallee ‘emma a 7 
good Wisconsin man. There can be no contented with the soulless forms anc 

excuse for not knowing about the exist- voices of men and ot the pat are ‘he 

ence and the functions of an important yel are not. But is not the lec meh . at 
organization. New students and others 77® of blood and bone ‘and does Je hat 
uninformed would do well if they would possess a great soul, too ? Yes, he is that, 

go to friends and get such information as but too often that for himself alone. He 
is necessary to supplement the explana- lives but for an hour and then he is scarce- 

tions given in this article. ly seen more. His personal relationship 

Secondly, this article opens to every +o his class too often is nil. He is already 

man the gates to these activities. There displaced by the phonograph in correspon- 
has been at Wisconsin a group of students dence courses. He lives and still his life 
who in their prejudice, probably chronic does not reach far beyond the platform. 
inertia, maintained that the gates to cer- Tuiving he is still dead, so far as his per- 
tain activities were under combination sonal influence on the lives of students is 
locks and that only a certain few students concerned, and that ought to be, after all 
possessed the combination. mo however, the one ereat ambition of every man—to 
has been a mere brain hallucination anc ith vy 1 
is not founded on facts. Our student ne touch with your soul the soul of Neos 

tivities are open to all students who are neighbor —to live your hfe with the lives 
welling to work. We trust that freshmen of your fellows. “Take away the personal 
will study this article and join the “live” touch in college life and the product 
students in a work which builds charac. turned out must eventually become cold, 
ter, which gives a certain prestige to the devoid of personality, devoid of the spark 
university, and which furnishes the par- of life, machinelike, a mere mechanism 
ticipant with a fairly accurate gauge of without a soul—for the soul had to per- 
his own capabilities. | ish for want of companionship.
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Our Football Prospects 

Beare OOTBALL prospects for 1911 are more favorable at 

a F Py Wisconsin than they have been at any time since the 

GZ , aX inauguration of athletic purity. Over half a hundred 

ae SrA experienced men, any eleven of whom would equal the 

RA ee} team that started the 1910 season, are eligible and have 

reported for practice. Coach John R. Richards arrived in Madison 

early in September and has been working ever since in preparation 

for the initial call of the pigskin. During the summer, Richards got 

into touch with every promising football man in the school, urging those 

who had the semblance of a scholastic difficulty to work hard to re- 

move it at the opening of the school year, and requesting those who 

were “scholastically pure” to take particular care of their physical con- 

dition and to report in sound health. 

Predictions are always hard to make at this time of the year. 

Minnesota has suffered the loss of several of her greatest players, 

including the redoubtable Johnny McGovern. It is my individual 

opinion that the Gopher gridiron star is beginning to wane. With 

Coach Williams’ stars out of the way, we should have nothing to fear 

as the Maroons should be only slightly better this year than last year, 

and Northwestern should prove hardly more than a strong contestant. 

One game, scheduled and made possible by the seven game 

grant of the faculty last year, with Colorado College, is going to prove 

one of the hardest fights Wisconsin will have on their hands this fall. 

Colorado is far ahead of Ripon and Lawrence. Last year they se- 

cured a victory over Denver, after the latter had succeeded in playing 

Marquette to a tie. A team with such a record is worthy of real 

consideration. 

The faculty has shown that their supposed antagonistic attitude 

towards football is nothing but a mere myth and that they are with us. 

The students have always been with us and will be so this year more 

than ever on account of the prospects for a good team and possibly a 

championship. With such favorable conditions all around, I expect 

one of the best football years ever experienced by Wisconsin students. 

Lfped 1911. 

ee 
A



THE ADVENT OF THE MAN WHO CAN 5 

THE ADVENT OF THE MAN WHO CAN 

Chester C. Wells 

As the trains rushed us nearer and sults. We realized that a strong student 
nearer Madison and as they poured us out — sentiment would be there to back the 
at our common destination within the team, and to demand victories. And we 
past few days, not a few experienced an new that one John R. Richards was the exciting thrill—mayhap a dilating nostril most important man, to us, in the whole 
or a quickening pulse—for we realized e 
that we were plunging into the very heart college world. 
of a football epoch at Wisconsin. We Is it not in John Richards that our 
talked football on “snug satisfaction” 
the trains and we —if that expressive 
zealously read the term may be repeat- 
pre-season “do pe” ed—really centers ? 
that appeared. And Of course we know 
deep down in our a that  Wisconsin’s 
hearts we have felt ~ new football coach 
a snug satisfaction “3 comes with a clean, 
because we knew— e creditable — record, 
well, what? ae . and highly en- 

When one at- 3 Py : dorsed. — Neverthe- 
tempts to analyze less, the student 
those feelings, he mind, in general, 
dees not find so has not formed its 
many tangible he estimate of the big 
“knews.” Of course ’ : Wisconsin captain 
weare happily aware ; of 1896. That stu- 
that the greater ma- ~ N dent mind has per- 
jority of the foot- be. >, haps intuitively 
ball men of high a0 i io placed the complet- 
caliber at Wisconsin bac é est of confidence in 
are cligible. We Re his ability to pro- 
knew that Captain duce a winning 
“Al? Buser had ‘ team, and_ thereby 
been busy all sum- has loaded onto his 
mer writing to the shoulders an enor- 
players, urging mous responsibility 
strict training and and burden. But on 
lots of hard physi- the other hand, he 
cal labo, and thi —____ ee has been given an 
he has been accom- enthusiastic squad 
plishing good re- JOBN BR: RICHARDS of eligibles, highly
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: desirable timber, and a chance to win for the entrance of the freshman dorm. 
united student support. The whole chal- This was to show contempt and break a 

~ lenge is—“Make Good.” rule wholesale. Across the campus dashes 

Those who have made it their business Richards. About twenty boys are already 

to know who and what John Richards is inside. He plants himself in the doorway 
can offer a satisfactory answer to that and orders the mob back. Instead they 
challenge; they point to a big man of charge at him. Four times they charged, 
splendid physique, a man of virile person- and then they withdrew with their 

ality and vigorous carriage. In their maimed and bleeding. The headmaster 

minds arises a picture—an exemplification had hit for keeps as they came up. 
of indomitable purpose of the brand a The rest of the incident is briefly told. 

Wisconsin coach needs. What is this pic- Mr. Richards was shunned—a terrible 
ture ? man. ‘The best players quit the football 

John Richards has been headmaster of team. He was boycotted. For a month 
. Shattuck Military school, at Fairbault, be continued drilling his demolished foot- 

Minn., since 1901. He finds a disgusting all squad. Finally the Hamilton game 
system of peonage, in which the freshmen C2™e. Shattuck had not beaten them for 
—“new vaps” they are called—are com- Years, but Richards’ little fellows went in 
pelled to perform menial and displeasing and won, 24 to 0. The celebration dis- 
services for the upper classmen. Each solved the boyeott and the sullen spirit, 
“new yap” was numbered. Each had to the old players came back, and Shattuck 
run when his number was called and per- Was endowed with a new, wholesome stu- 

form service or be vigorously hazed. ‘ent soul. 
Mothers wrote to Richards complaining, But don’t get the idea that John Rich- 

their letters stained with tears. Orders, ards’ bravery is limited in its objective 
addresses and exhortations were tried, but Scope to immature military cadets. In 
to no avail. The bovs continued, grin- 1905, his choice cattle land claim in the 
ning, and summary punishment to “fresh” then recently opened Nintah Indian res- 

new boys continued, without any more ¢Tvation was jumped by “Johnnie” 
mercy. . Green, a notorious gambler and bad man. 

| Punishment of several hazers on one Who intended to say “boo” and_ scare 
occasion, led to a vote on the part of the ®WaY the chicken-livered school man 
older boys to leave school. They made when that person arrived at the claim 
the younger ones go with them. They gan in the spring. 
paraded the streets all day. But the Richards heard of this as he traversed 

telegraph and telephone companies held the ninety intervening miles from the 
up their messages, and when the boys got railroad to his claim the following June. 
hungry they returned. The following Arriving at his cabin, he calmly walked 
Sunday things were worse than ever, in, found Green there, thanked him for 
Headmaster Richards, seeking for a way keeping it Curing the winter and ordered } 
to end it, cetermined to segregate the him out. Green went. There were no. 
students—a simple expedient. At noon words, no trouble. A day later Green 
Monday, the eighty-seven boys affected Was growling in a saloon, looking for the 

were ordered to assemble in one of the guy that steered him up against a male 
halls. All the rest were sent to the drill “school marm.” 
field. Then movers from the city hurried- c * % 
lv made the changes, heedless of protests An ability to see the student point of 

and complaints of roommates. At dinner view, it is said, is in a large measure re- 

each dorm was ceclared out of bounds.for sponsible for any coach’s success. If that 

the other. The change and the order is_true, there should be a strong tie he- 

made the school silent and ugly. tween the new football coach and the 

A pow wow followed, and the student student body he is to work with here. In 

leaders shaped all the cadets they could his undergraduate career he was one of 

muster into a flying wedge, and started the most active student leaders, and even
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in his fifth year, in the law school, he con- fifth on the team—as well, when he also 
tinued his interest in athletics. We all held the captainship for the second year. 
know that he played football on the var- He is a member of the Beta Theta Pi 
sity for four full years and was captain fraternity. 
in his senior year, but few of us know Here is the estimate Joseph L. McNab, 
that in 1897 John Richards was the first °96, a Chicago attorney and a classmate of 
man in the west to run the 120 hurdles Richards, sends regarding the new coach: 
faster than 16 seconds. He made a rec- “In Richards’ athletic career I was most 
ord of 154-5 that stood for five years. strongly impressed by the fact that he 
But he also participated in literary and was a natural athlete and that he trained 
legislative activities. Listen to his very consistently. He came from his home 
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Where Richards stood with the Colorado College Faculty 

Badger summary as a senior of 1896, in Lake Geneva in the fall of 1892. A 
taken from the 1897 annual: tall, well built fellow, probably six feet 

John R. Richards, C. H. (Civie His- in height, he weighed about 175 pounds. 
toric). Athenae. Semi-public debate, He was anxious to make the varsity eleven 
(2). Class president, (1). Captain class in his freshman year, and he succeeded. 
crew, (1). Varsity crew, (2). Track In all his athletic activity he was a very 
team, (1), (2), (3). Board of Directors hard worker, and coupled with this, a 
of the Athletic association, (2), (4). Var- good student. There was nothing of the 
sity eleven, (1), (2), (3), (4). Captain professional athlete about him. I do not 

varsity eleven, (4). think Wisconsin ever had a man who 
It might be adced that Mr. Richards worked any harder for the success of his 

played during his law school year—his school than Richards.”
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It was during his two years as captain This was the opening paragraph of the 

ef Wisconsin’s team that Coach Richards account given Colorado College’s cham- 
gained his interest and real start in the pionship game by one of the Colorado 
game of football, which he has made a press. It was in 1905 that Richards pro- 

life study. He has been coaching teams for duced these two state championships in 
. thirteen years, and at the same time he the same year, and at the same time— 

has been doing full work as an academic Colorado college and Colorado Springs 

instructor, oftimes principal of a large High school. Elsewhere is reproduced a 

school. His teams have been successful, copy of a letter showing where Richards 

but he does not regard their achievements stood with the Colorado college faculty. It 

a test of what he can do at Wisconsin be- is to be hopec—and expected—that about 

cause here he is to devote his whole time Thanksgiving time, the Wisconsin press 

to this work, not the lesser portion of it. will write of Richards the way the Colo- 

No one will accuse the new coach of  rado press did in 1905, as shown in this 

coming to Wisconsin for pecuniary rea- excerpt: - 

gons, for he sacrifices a thousand dollars “But to one man more than any other, 

a year for the chance. Ue recently told Colorado college owes her clean football 

the writer that he places a high value on record this season. And that man is J. 

the opportunities for real telling service R. Richards, of the High school; a man 

in competitive athletics in a big univer- who has the unique distinction of bringing 

' sity. He said, “I have roamed up and the championship to two elevens in the 

down the Rockies for vears. and have same season—the Tigers and the High 

ceen college men from ll institutions of school]. He came to Colorado Springs two 

our country; I have talke? with them years ago, an unknown quantity, but his 

sinely and in groups, and the athletics reputation had reached here first. At once 

of their colleges and their athletes were taking charge of the coaching of the High 

their strong interests. There is no get-  schcol eleven, he built up a team that lost 

tine awav from the fact that competitive but one game during the season. This 

athletics. takes hold of college peo- vear he wa: secured by Colora’o college, 

ple. whether they participate or not. and although he also devoted much of his 

athletes are men of biz influence. Mavbe time to his High school squad. The lat- 

T can make football a wider, more inclu- ter team’s record is a mattcr cf history 

sive field. now, they swept evervthing before them, 

“Of course I’m sangvine of snecess with and that made bv the college is equally 

Wisconsin teams,” he continued. “They as brilliant. Earlv in the season the prop- 

are mv teams, not because I shall eecach  ogition at Colorado college looked hepe- 

them, but because thev represent Wiseon- Jess so far as an even mediocre football 

sin. Football is a game that is particu- team was concerned. There were three 

larly susceptible of much study. No man or four men of ability to form a nucleus 

or institution has a title to first or origi- for a team; there were a half dozen others 

nal knowledge of the game, and no name whose gridiron records had been hardly 

of coach or player should particularly awe more than mediocre and there were ten 

Wisconsin. A well regulated system, in- or twelve others whose football knowledge | 

telligent instruction, and work with spirit was very limited. And from this collec- 

and determination will put out good tion Coach Richards molded an eleven that 

teams always, and champions wherever the Saturday held the heralded champions 

material unites with these conditions.” safe at every stage. Owing to lack of ma- 
x o£ | terial, he was force] te teach linemen and 

“Hats off to the gallant Tigers—the ends how to play in the backfield ; backs 

football champions of 1905; and once were transformed into linemen and a 

more, and three times three, to Coach green man was developed into a punter 

-- Riehards, the man to whom Colorado col- who has, at least, held his own against his 

. lege owes the winning of a state champion- opponents. Coached ancther year under 

ship, the first since 1900.” Richards, and Morgan will be punting
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sixty yards. And it is to Richards, and aged any attempts at dirty play by the 
~ to him alone, that Colorado college owes elevens he has coached, that’s why Colo- 

her season’s success—the success that will rado college has the distinction of playing 
_ give her prestige at today’s athletic board the cleanest game in the state today. And 
- meeting in Denver and place her in a_ so, in singing the praises which are due . 
- position to demand her rights from the the Tigers, remember that a word of credit 
_ other state institutions. Always a gentle- and congratulation should go to Coach 
- man in every sense of the word and an Richards, the man who made them the 
- advocate of clean sport, he has discour- season’s champions.” 

THE FALL 

| C. F. G. Wernicke, Jr. 

SCENE. have fallen before my onslaught. Civili- 
The Wise Man sitting at his table, fac- zation has crushed Superstition. . 

ing front, surrounded by books of all sizes, FOOL. 

containing the Knowledge gained by all Far in the distance we hear the sweet 
the generations of Mankind. Seated on ringing of the church bell.. Nearer and 

the floor to the left of him and forward, nearer—until it is borne past us on the 
the Fool. back of a crashing locomotive, which dis- 

TIME. appears in the distance—sending back the 
The last shaft of the setting sun dies gentle sound of the church bell. 

out with the Fool’s last words. WISE MAN (clutching his books). 

WISH MAN (car essing his books). What words are these? But then, thou 
Tt is here around me—All Knowledge— hast not the wisdom of thy speech, wit- 

and it is mine—all mine—all. less babbling of a crippled brain—idle and 
FOOL (shaking his bells). of no purport. 

All. FOOL. 

WISH MAN, There is needed no tossed blades to 
Aye—all. (Ponders a moment.) And show the Tempest’s blow. 

still I want more. “WISE MAN. 

FOOL (playing with his bauble). Ye speak, but behind thy words lies no 
All is Little and little is All. Mind. What know ye of Knowledge or 

WISE MAN. of the Ways of the World. What know ye 

What? What said ye, Fool? of Sex and Life and Marriage? Man is 

FOOL. born, growe fo matunty, four repr 

“nowing hi duces his kind, withers and dies—a drv 

Knowing naugh’, ny N othing. and brittle stalk. Before I came, Senti- | 
WISH MAN. | mentalism was, but before my arguments 

Aye—but I speak, knowing all. All it falls like a rotten stump in the wind. 
knowledge is mine. I can prove, disprove FOOL 
and prove again and still settle by argu- oe ow 
vont all dispute. Nothing is secret Oe The tree’s Tustling in the breeze hides 

fore my mind—all is open, clear—and my @ Jover’s wooing. 
words have solved hidden problems. Yea, WISE MAN. 
Christianity and that false child of Be quiet, Fool, thy Babble but inter- 

human fear and ignorance—Religion— rupts my speech. ‘The thought of Heaven |
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and Life-Hereafter perishes before my FOOL. 
words. Even the Ignorant now deem me Ah! Now the Roof leaks with the 

right and bother no more of Life-to-Come. dampness of the Grave. 
FOOL. WISE MAN. 

ww! 1p ive y ‘ 

The Cross stands in the Graveyard still. Stop! WilPst drive me mad, _ too. 
WISE MAN (Clutches his mantle around him.) How 

ROE MEAN + cold it is in here. Aye—the dampness of 
Thy senseless mutterings lead my the Grave—the dampness—of—the— 

Thought. Where still exists the belief in Grave. 
God before my dispute? Before my FOOL. 

words even He does fall. And the Light shows faint through the 

. FOOL. cavern Darkness. 

Hark! Methinks I hear the Anthem of WISE MAN. ; 

a parting soul. Dark—ness. Darkness. The Grave is 

WISE MAN. Dark. 
Yea, death—the cessation of f . POOL. 

. a n of our fever- Is it Portal or is it Wall? 
ish activity and existence—I have taught WISH MAN 

ane ‘of his Pra es O fears the pil- The Darkness—the cold Damp—the 

Owing OF fis head ip aeath. Slow-worm—GOD—God have pity on my 
FOOL. ° soul. (Plunges his head in his arms, 

The Slow-worm in the grave does not kneeling at his desk.) 

understand the clouded Sun. FOOL (shaking his bells). 

WISH MAN. The Wall crashes and Light is in the 

Ha! What is that you say? The Slow- Cavern. (Leaves the darkened room, 

worm! Do not say that here. The Slow- coming back in a moment with a light- 

worm. ‘These bones of mine are old and ened candle which he puts before the 

—Ah-h the Slow-worm—blind, red—ugly Wise Man.) 

—the Slow-worm. F-I-N-I-S. 

TO RUTH | 

Theo. R. Hoyer 

Those tones! They cannot burst in loud melodious chords 
From souls that cannot soar beyond this earthly sphere. 

Those tones! I hear a longing heart that’s reaching towards 

The Beautiful—The Greater Soul that dwells not here. 

Your violin’s vibrating strings are but your sighs 
Thai seek the vast infinitude of space, and there, 

Freed from terrestrial vesture, scatter through the skies 
And search for peace in huge Immensity’s pure air. 

What gift Divine, O Ruth!—What sincere heart must beat 

Within the breast that hides those soft, sweet melodies? 

What Gift!—to tell a stolid world in accents sweet, 
Thy inner feelings and thy inmost sympathies. 

Ah, me!—What soulless, heartless form am I, am I! 

I cannot touch the hearts of men with music clear; 
The chords within me—ah alas—they die, they die. | 

My life ts barren, closed to men, I fear, I fear.
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HOW FRESHMEN MAY ENTER 

COLLEGE ACTIVITIES 

Cc. .C. Chambers 

F IT were the privilege of the writer ing out for any of the freshman teams, as 
I to draw up ten commandments for noted hereafter, should apply to Dr. Mean- 

the freshman class at the University well for date in advance of regular as- 

of Wisconsin he would set,down as com- signment. 

mandment number one: “Get thyself out Football.—The freshman football team 
into the field of college activities that thy offers an opportunity for a man of fair 
Alma Mater and thy fellow students may size with plenty of grit and a desire to 
he benefited by thy presence here.” stay with the team until the end of the 

Many freshmen may not understand Season. The squad works out every aft- 

the meaning of the term college activi- ernoon at three-thirty on the freshman 
ties. his term is use’ in reference to field at Camp Randall. Candidates should 

those activities which are open to general apply to Mr. John Wilce, athletic mana- 

participation by all students in the uni-  &€T; at the camp office for permit to train 

versity and which are ordinarily not. offi- and should then report to Mr. EK. A. 

cially recognized as regular courses of White, freshman football coach. Suits 

study, although some of these activities and lockers can be secured from Mr. 

are very closely connected with university Wilee. Students who wish to tryout for 

work. Under college activities are in- the position of manager should report to 
cluded all branches of athletics, drama- Mr. Wilce. 
tics, newspaper and magazine work, mu- Crew.—Previous experience in rowing 
sical clubs, literary secieties, student self- is not necessary for a candidate for the 
government, etc. . freshman crews. Coach Vail will soon is- 

Many other freshmen may appreciate ‘Sue a call for the fall try-outs, and any 

the value of college activities and may man of fair height weighing over one 

have the ability and desire to take part in hundred and forty-five pounds will very 

them, but they mav lack the knowlege of likely be given a chance in the shells. Men 

just how and when to go about it. It is weighing under one hundred and twenty 

the purpose of this article to make no plea pounds will be needed for coxswains. 

for participation in college activities (that Candidates should see Coach Vail in his 

is unnecessary), but the purpose is to tell office in the gymnasium as soon as pos- 

briefly and with no attempt at literary sible. , 

style just how an ambitious freshman may Track and Cross Country.—The fresh- 

enter anv of the many forms of college ac- ‘man squads in track and cross country 
tivities. _ work out every afternoon at three-thirty. 

Coach Wilson will be glad to give personal 

ATHLETICS attention to anyone with a liking for track 

Under university rules, freshmen de- work, no matter what his previous train- 

siring to try out for various freshman ing may have been. Many of Wisconsin’s 

teams must have passed a required medi- star athletes never wore a spiked shoe un- 

cal and physical examination, and must til they entered the university. Coach 

have secured a standing of Aal. Allfresh- Wilson may be seen in the gymnasium in 

men are assigned an hour for examination the morning and at Camp Randall in the 

at time of assignment to regular academic afternoon. 

classes, but any who are desirous of try- Basketball, gym team, swimming team
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and water polo teams will be organized those desiring to enter into the news-get- 

later in the semester and due notice will ing and news-writing departments. Re- 

be given to all candidates desiring to take porters should call as early as possible on 

part in any of these teams. Edwin C. members of the staff in room 66, Univer- 

Austin is president of the swimming team sity Hall, at 8.50 in the morning and in 

and Richard G. Soutar is captain of the room 7, Democrat Building, in the after- 

gym team. noon immediately .following lunch. At 

Tennis.—Enthusiasts of this sport may the end of each semester substantial prizes 

join the Tennis Club by applying to Presi- are awarded to reporters doing the best 

dent H. F. Phelps. The university courts work. From the best reporters are chosen 

are on University Avenue, west of Camp: the new members of the staff at the an- 

Randall. nual Cardinal banquet, at the end of the 

 Golf—The University Golf Club con- school year. The business management of 

ducts tournaments on the links of the the paper is in charge of Edwin P. Kohl. 

Madison Country Club. Information re- Under him freshmen are given assign- 

garding membership may be obtained ments in advertising and _ subscription 

from President Gaylord Case or Captain work, and as they show ability are pro- 

William K. Fitch. ‘moted to business assistants, assistant 

Fencing. —The Fencing Club has as its business manager and_ finally business 

object the promotion of instruction and manager. Mr. Kohl can be seen any aft- 

contests in fencing. Devotees of this sport ernoon after one o’clock in the Democrat 

should see Mr. H. H. Burdett, fencing Building. 
master, or J. B. Hubbard, president. The Badger—This publication is the- 

Rowing—Freshmen who are interested Wisconsin annual, and although in. the 

in rowing are this year eligible to mem- hands of the junior class, offers excellent 

bership in the Mendota Crew Club. An _ opportunities for freshmen to try out their 

_ annual interclub race is held with the skill in both the art and literary depart- 

Badger Rowing Club. ments.’ Those interested should see Ches- 

Canoeing.—This sport is promoted by ter C. Wells, 604 State Street. 

Nitchie Cheeman. Every student is eli- The Sphing.—This humorous monthly 

gible to membership in this club. Mem- magazine is edited by Morris B. Mitchell 
bers demonstrating their mastery over a and managed by H. H. Barker. The art 

canoe are privileged to wear the official department presents an opportunity for 

hat of the club. Candidates should see freshmen with ability as cartocnists and 

Commodore Walter C. Ketter regarding illustrators. Jokes, verse, humorous ar- 

particulars concerning the club. ticles and drawings should be contributed 

General Information —Prof. G.. W. through the Sphinx box in the vestibule 

Ehler, Dr. W. E. Meanwell, Mr. John of Main Hall. From the men thus con- 

Wilce, or any of the coaches will be glad tributing the magazine staff is chosen. 
to advise any freshman interested in any. Upon application to H. H. Barker, 428 

form of athletics whether he has had pre- Murray Street, freshmen will be given a 
vious experience or not. chance to work up in the business depart- 

JOURNALISM ment. . 

The Daily Cardinal.—Many opportuni- The Wisconsin Hnginecr.—This publi- 

ties are open to a freshman with a liking Cation is a monthly magazine published 

for journalism or other literary work. The by the students in the College of Hngi- 

Daily Cardinal is the student daily news- neering. Aspirants for positions on the 
paper, in all respects a miniature city editorial or business staff should consult 

daily. Freshmen may try out for the news with Carl F. Ruhloff, editor, or Fred J. 

- or business staff. The editorial staff is Coup, business manager. 
reserved for upper classmen. The news The Wisconsin Country Magazine.— 

staff is presided over by Alvin H. Kessler, Students in the College of Agriculture 

- managing editor. Arthur Hallam, univer- publish this monthly publication. Infor- 

 gity editor, assigns reportorial work to all mation regarding the kind of contribu-
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tions desired may be had from Editor art is eligible to this organization upon 

James H. Weir. Lewis K. Wilson is busi- paying a small membership fee. Students 

ness manager of the magazine. Only stu- interested in acting should see Harry 

dents in the College of Agriculture are eli- Meisner, and those interested in the 

gible to the staff of the Wisconsin Country translation of plays should report to 

Magazine. C. F. G. Wernicke. Read Prof. Dickin- 

The Wisconsin Magazine—This is the son’s article under the Drama Section for 

literary publication of the university, pub- information concerning the purposes of 

lished by the students. Literary contribu- the organization. 

tions are desired at all times. Short Die Germanistische Geselischaft.—Stu- 

stories, verse and articles of popular in- dents who speak German will find this 

terest are the features of this publication. society an excellent organization for the 

Cash prizes are offered for the best short perpetuation of the German language in 

stories submitted to the business manager, the university. The society gives a pro- 

George Bailey, before December third. gram in German every second week dur- 

(See editorial in front of beok for con- ing the school year. Lectures are given 

erete information regarding these prizes.) by prominent German speakers, musical 

A box for contributions will be found in evenings are held and German plays are 

the vestibule of Main Hall. The business presented. Information as to membership 

manager can be found at 521 N. Henry may be obtained from Miss S. A. Sterling. 

Strect by freshmen desiring to try out for The Romance Language Club—This is 

the business management of the publica- a similar organization to the Gesellschaft, 

tion. Men of literary ability should con- but for French-speaking students. Louis 

sult with the editor. R. Herrick of the French Department is 

DRAMATICGS president. 

The Haresfoot Dramatic Club.—Dra- MUSIC 

matics at Wisconsin are highly developed. The Glee Club.—Tryouts for the Glee 

Eligible freshmen will have a chance to Club will be held early in the semester. | 

try out for a number of plays and enter- A notice will appear in the Daily Cardi- — 

tainments which are staged by the various nal and freshmen who can sing should 

clubs during the vear. The Haresfoot consult with Herbert Stothart, director. 

Club presents an annual musical comedy, Maurice C. Pierce is leader of the club. 

try outs for which are held at the opening The Glee Club is ene of the most popular 

of the second semester. President Joseph organizations in the university and takes 

D. Mercer will give information about several trips throughout the year. Song 

tryouts for the orchestra which will be life at Wisconsin is not what it ought to 

held at an earlier date. For business in- be. A larger number of capable candi- 

formation see Manager Healy Powell, 521 dates would be highly desirable. 

N. Henry Street. Read the short article The Mandolin Club.—Tryouts for this 

on the Haresfoot Dramatic Club under the club will be held scon. Candidates should 

Drama Section of this issue. consult with Dexter Maple, leader, or 

The Edwin Booth Dramatic Club.— Marshall W. George, manager. These two 

This scciety puts on a biennial play. Stu- clubs give joint concerts during the year. 

dents with talent as readers should see the Arthur Doe is president of the joint clubs 

President, Harry Meisner, about the try- and Archibald Tavlor is manager. 

outs for club membership, which are held The University Band.—The Band is af- 

at various times Curing the year. Read filiated with the Cadet Corps, and mem- 

the article on The Edwin Booth Dramatic bership excuses one from military drill. 

Club under the Dramatic Section in this It is considered one of the hest student 

issue. bands in the country. A series of con- 

The Wisconsin Dramatic Society— certs and hops are given during the vear, 

Prof. T. H. Dickinson is president, and and a trip usually taken with one of the — 

William K. Braasch is secretary of this athletic teams. Aspirants for positions 

society. Any student interested in true should see Conductor C. A. Mann, or the
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Commandant of Cadets as soon as pos- FORENSICS 

- sible. a | — In the field of oratory and debating — 

The University Orchestr a.—This is an there is much to attract an ambitious 

auxiliary organization to the band. C. A. freshman no matter how mediocre may be 

Mann also conducts the orchestra. Stu- his abilities. Prof. Gustave Buchen, head | 

dents will be tried out for this organiza- cf the public speaking department this | 

tion within a few weeks. Tt 18 desired vear, will be glad to give advice and in- 

that all men able to play string instru- struction to any freshman who is inter- 

ments associate themselves with the or- ested in this line of work. 

chestra or the Mandolin Club.’ A declamatory contest, which is open 

MILITARY to all freshmen, is held about the middle | 

The University Cadet Corps is an ac- of the semester. Three literary societies, 

tivity in which every freshman is obliged Athenae, Hesperia and Philomathia, have 

to take part. Those with previous mili- 8 their object the promotion of oratory 

: tarv training may enter’ the trvouts for and cebating. Inter-societv debates and 

non-commissioned officers by applying at oratorical contests are held during the 

the Commandant’s office in the gymna- Vear. Infermation as to membership may | 

sium. Those interested in rifle shooting be obtained from A. M. Levitan, presi- 

may join the Rifle Club and tryout for dent of Athenae, Harold G. Eckhardt, of 

the rifle team which represents the uni- Hesperia. or Alvin C. Pais, vice-president 

versity in the Intercollegiate Rifle Match of Philomathia. These societies mect 
every year. A gold me‘al is offered every Friday evening at seven-fifteen. 

every vear by the regents for the highest Students in the College of Azriculture 

score on the range. maintain the Agricultural Literary So- 

THE UNION one RELIGIOUS WORK © 
The Wisconsin Union.—Every fresh- - 

man is, by virtue of being a student in the The Y. M. C. A—Next to student self- 

university, a member of the Wisconsin government, the Y. M. C. A. is an activity 

Tnion. Club rooms with pool and bil- which should interest every freshman. In 

liard tables, bowling allevs and reading addition to the Sunday afternoon meet- 

rooms are maintained in Association Hall, 185; talks are given frequently by promi- 

just west cf the gymnasium. Privileges nent men on all topics of the cay. Social 

are free. The government of the Unjon mixers, boat rides and picnics are held 

=< vested in the Union Board, the mem- to afford an opportunity fer freshmen to 

bers of which are elected by the student get acquainted with their fellows. Bible 

conference and who hold office during study classes are conducted and an em- 

their stav in college. Freshmen who de- plovment bureau is maintained to aid stu- 

sire to trv out for the board should see dents working their wav through the Uni- 

President Halbert Kadish. versity. There is a splendid opportunity 

for freshmen to engage in pleasurable and 

SELF-GOVERNMENT profitable committee work by applying to 

Student Self-Government.—This 18 an Pregivent Clarence Cleveland or to Mr. 

activity in which every freshman should frank West, general secretary. — 

become interested as soon as he has “ | 

matriculated. The Student Conference is SOCIAL CLUBS : 

the student legislature. Representatives The Advertising Club.—Students inter- | 

are elected from the different organiza- ested in advertising will find it to their | 

tions, classes and colleges. The freshman interest to join this club. At the meet- | 

class in the College of Letters and Science ings talks are given by prominent news- | 

. js entitled to two representatives and the paper men, advertising and commercial | 

freshman classes in the College of Engi- men, and discussions are held upon differ- | 

- neering and Agriculture, to one each. ent phases of advertising work. Informa- ! 

"Read the article on the Student Court in tion as to membership will be given by the 2 

. this issue. president, L. G. Castle. 

+ 
,
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The Cubs’ Club.—This is an organiza- and which collects no dues, elects no offi- 
tion of underclassmen interested in jour- cers and refuses atmission to no one. 
nalistie work. Arthur Hallam, the presi- There is less glory and more personal 
cent, will give information about member- satisfaction in belonging to this organi- 
ship. zation than to any in the university. The 

The Dixie Club.—Students from south- slogan of this organization is, “For a 
ern states compose this club. C. C. Greater Wisconsin,” and the motto of each 
Chambers will be glad to furnish desired individual member is “For Wisconsin I 
information concerning the mission of Will.” You will not find it hard to dis- 
this club. tinguish the members, although they wear 

The Rocky Mountain Club.—Students no badge nor do they boast of their mem- 
from western states are taken into this bership, but at times when a helping hand 
club. is needed they are there to extend it. On 

The International Club.—This society the side lines at football practice, cheering 
is affiliated with the Association of Cos- the team: at the station to bid them “God 
mopolitan Clubs of America. There are speed” when invacing an enemy’s camp : 
men from many foreign countries who aid and again to welcome them home after 
in presenting interesting and instructive victory or defeat; promoting and attend- 
programs. Club rooms are maintained in ing mass meetings ; circulating hand bills 
Music Ffall. William Aberg ‘is president. for games, elections, entertainments, and 

The U. W. Engineers’ Club and the the like; devoting hours of precious time 
Civil Engineering Society are organiza- to work for the circus, relay carnival, 
tions cf students in the Colleze of Engi- Union vaudeville, spring carnival, ete. : 
neering which meet for the discussions of  }oosting for a new Union Building, help- 
engineering topics. President T. W. Reil- ing run off the class meet, skating and 
lv of the Civil Engineering Society and hockey contests, toboggan tournaments: 
Presi’ent H. L. Woolhiser of the U. W. supporting the self-government system 
Engincers’ Club will be glad to give any and doing a hundred and one other things 
information regarding the objects and that help make our Mother of the Lake 
missions of these societies. and Hill one of the greatest and grandest 

The Mining Club admits men taking of universities. It is within the power of 
courses In Mining Engineering. every man in the class of 1915 to join this 

The Daniells Chemical Society mests organization of boosters. There is no one 
for the discussion of matters of interest 4, apply to for a chane to tryout and it 

_ to students in the chemistry courses. may be some time before your efforts are 
Catholic students have formed the rewarded or even noticed. But your great- 

Cathclic Student Association of which  egt reward will be the knowledge that you 
L. L. Barber is president. have done your share towards raising the 

THE GREATEST ACTIVITY standard cf the University, and in the 
There vet remains the greatest of all end your work will be appreciated and 

college activities, an organization which vour name honored as that of a loyal Wis- 
prints no membership list in the Badger consin man. 

Cf 
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Dedicated to John F. Sullivan, a Pioneer on the Gogebic Range 

Sander Sant 1. H- 

In the hills of the Gogebic iron range of Michigan, 

Near the new home of the warrior, the Odanah Indian, 

Where the Montreal red waters in Superior pour their toll, 

And the country is one hill and vale of undulating roll; 

In the bosom of the red earth, in the dark, dead vaults of ore, 

Runs a whisper through the caverns, “Light of day shall break no more.” 
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Miners hear it, miners fear it as they toil bencath the ground, 

As the thund’ring blasts send onward through the deep uncanny sound, 

As the rocky pillars echo and re-echo ever more 

Detonations from the driftway, from the dynamited bore. 

As the clouds of smoke crawl slowly on the tunnel roof and floor, 

Runs a whisper through the caverns, “Light of day shall break no more.” 

Daily must the rusty miner in his uniform so red, 

Enter deep into the darkness where no light of day is shed, 

Where the cage and bucket travel up and down the shaft so steep, 

Where the tramcars o'er the tramways roll along the drifted deep, 

In the moist cold mines of iron, in the veins of reddish ore, 

Still the dread voice haunts the blaster, “Light of day shall break no more.” 

Slowly into upper levels does the surface settle down, 

And the caves of size gigantic soon surround the mining town, 

Bridges span the mighty chasms and the streets wind round deep holes, 

And amid-the clink and clangor mining bells ring out their tolls, 

For the bweket filled with miners leaves the surface for the ore, 

Where the warning voice still whispers, “Light of day shall break no more.”
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HIS FRIEND JACQUE 

Alvin H. Kessler 

ODNgeiee) Ul’ you're my _ friend, pounded upon the table. The innkeeper 
es Py Jacque?” brought another mug of ale to Humphrey 

VG q “A better friend you’ve and the two drank in silence. 
Gi RY never drank with !” “Pardon me, gentlemen—but the mug 
ey And still you would kill is broken—two shillings is not too much 
Ro PR AS) me ?” for such a mug, gentlemen. They were 

Jacque did not answer. made especially for me, and are——” But 
The two were sitting in the Blue Goose Jacque drew his leather purse from the 
tavern, awaiting the arrival of the hunting hunting jacket with a jerk, and threw two 
party which was still one hour behind — shillings upon the soaked table before the 
them in the forest, and sipping ale from plea for the broken mug was finished. ~ 
great pewter mugs. It was late after- “Do vou know who is leading the party, 
noon. Outside a drizzling rain was fall- Jacque?” ventured Humphrey, after they 
ing, and the low-hanging clouds made the _ had been sitting in silence for many min- 
gloomy forest all the more dismal and utes. “It’s a bad evening to be lost.” But 
forbidding. A heavy mist hung above the his companion was quiet. 
towering tips of the oaks. Only Jacque And so he left Jacque and walked quiet- 
and Humphrey were drinking at the Blue lv out of the inn. In the drizzling rain 
Goose. the trees dripped with great shining beads. 
Humphrey pounded upon the table. The mist still hung low over the forest. 

There was nothing in the last mug of ale Everything looked dull and melancholy. 
to make him want more, but he had Humphrey was unfortunate, like so 
learned like most of mankind which has many young men, in that he had never 
not wrapped itself in the all-sufficing cloak faced a real problem. He had _ never 
of abstinence that the cares and troubles found it necessary to worry, and looked 
of life do not haunt the flowing bowl, and upon life with that nonchalant air which 
that though he drowned his pricking con- usually is a hindrance to either sipping 
science, he need not lose his manhood. the sweet, clear liquid or drinking the 

The keeper of the Blue Goose filled the dregs of the cup which is forced upon us 
mugs once more with the frothing, sizzling whether we will or not. Whenever Fate 
liquid. Humphrey paid, and raised the did turn against his happy run of life, 
foaming cup. “And here is health and which it seldom did, it was Jacque, good 
happiness to ourselves, and to the fair old Jacque, who always helped, with “This 
Winifred! May she live long, marry——” time, Humphrey—but some day you may 

The pewter mug flew through the air, have to ceal with me, and then———” And 
and fell with a dull, leaden thud on the now that day had come. | 
mud-tracked floor of the tavern. The ale The horn resounded through the wet 
sizzled on the wet table-top, and flowed in and meloncholy air, and the baying of the 
two tiny streams to the floor. Jacque was hounds told Humphrey the party would , 
on his feet, trembling, his hand doubled soon arrive. He must call Jacque. But 
ready for a second blow. Humphrey, with Jacque did not seem to hear. He re- 
open eyes, dazzed by the suddenness and mained silent, sitting as Humphrey had 
swiftness of the blow, looked like one who left him, elbows upon the table still reek- 
had been rudely awakened from a sweet ing with the stale ale, chin resting on his 
dream. Jacque fell back into his seat, and doubled-up hancs, his eyes half closed,
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seeing nothing but the gray mist through were torn from the dead monarchs of the 

| the square window. | forest. 

| Did Jacque know? What would he do? All night the party pleaded with Jacque 

Humphrey shuddered. “A better friend _ to stay, but as the first gray light of morn- 

you’s never drunk with,” kept ringing in ing came through the little window, he 

his ear. But Winifred would not return rushed out into the cpen, and entered the 

with the party! Jacque had turned asice gloomy path upon which he had seen his 

with her to stop at the spring. Then came friend set out at nightfall. For a long 

the lie. The party thcught she had ridden _ time he hurried on. 

away with Jacque and Jacque as he hur- The skies were now clearing. The heavy 

ried on to prepare for the reception, gale of the night was followed by the coel 

thought her safe with the party. And and steady wind from the east, and above 

now the horn resounded nearer and clear- the dripping oaks, Jacque could see the 

er, and the hunting party appeared at the blue sky. And soon the sun lighted up the 

edge of the darkening forest, looking to reeking forest and the great drops of rain 

the right an to the left. which clung to the underbrush shene like 

+ * myriads of brilliants. But of Humphrey 

Jacque was quiet, but Humphrey read or his path there was still no sign. 

his fate in the flashing eve and the highly He stopped at the spring and blew his 

colored features of his dear friend. “Find horn, but there was no answer. As ke 

her and bring her back to me untouched!” stooped to drink he saw near to the edge 

And Humphrey left. of the spring the foctprint of Winifred. 

The weight of the gold which he carried The tracks of horses evidently in great 

in his innermost pocket troubled him. confusion were all aroun’. “Dubois,” 

He knew that Winifred was many, many was all he muttered, as he stumbled 

miles away in the forest, nearing the es- through a thicket to gain another path. 

‘tate of Dubois. Who was he that he | And on the path which led to Dubois’ 

should go to Dubcis and carry his prize estate he found Humphrey. A_ great 

back to Jacque who love her? Could he branch from a dead oak had crushed him 

ever find the way? And tomorrow, he He was cold. “Oh Humphrey, Humphrey, 

paused, yes, tomorrow would be teo late. that I should have done this to you. Oh, 

Tt was dark. A heavy wind arose. Humphrey, my truest, noblest——” But 

Humphrey knew a storm was brewing. },, pit his tongu’, looked at the silent 

Then branches commenced to creak and feat d ® + aw 

groan, limbs to snap and fall in his path. eatures and went away. ae 

Bolts of lightning lighted up th drenched _And there were great festivities when 
thicket with a ghastly illumination, and Winifred became the wife of Dubois, but 

he clapped his hands over his ears as the her maid on entering the lady’s room late 

thunder rolled above him He went on in the afternoon of the self-same day 

and on, dodging the crashing limbs which found her weeping. | 

IN 2 a | C =.= > 
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GYM FOR 1911-1912 

Geo. W. Ehler 

“Qym” in the past has connoted in the all gravel and stone and treated in a man- 

minds of students and alumni something ner designed to prevent dust in dry 

unpleasant and disagreeable—a thing to weather and mud in wet weather. Here 

be avoided if pos- during October and November, April and 

sible—otherwise a May will be conducted most of the pre- 

necessary evil to scribed physical education of freshmen 

be endured. It is and sophomores, in accordance with the 

" hoped that this new policy that provides for exercise in- 

és : feeling may pass doors only when it is likely to be inclem- 

away at an early ent out’oor — December to March. 

Ringe cf date and “Gym? Further, this improvement will permit the 

a gv come to stand in change in method that the new policy in- 

— the minds of Wis- volves. During the outdoor months, the 

‘i consin men and physical education courses are to be de- 

ies women for an im- voted to athletics, cross-country running, 

@ roa portant experience football, baseball and a variety of vigorous 

fe that was at the games that can be played by large num- 

ie) same timeasource bers at once. The policy calls further for 

9 of great joy. The providing the broadest possible oppor- 

students returning tunity for the practice of competitive ac- 

to Madison this tivities between every sort of group or 

fall will at once note some external, con- organization. This improvement provides 

erete evidences, that are real indications the requisite facilities for a large extension 

of certain changes in principle, policy in this direction. 

and method that are designed to make In the second place will be noted the 

every phase of university physical educa- building activities on the east side of the 

tion at once natural, normal and_pleas- old “Gym.” Here is rising the new 

urable. “Athletic Annex,” provided at this time 

Tn the first place he will find a trans- from funds advanced by the university, 

formed lower campus. This, the chief but to be repaid by the Athletic Council 

playground of the male student bedy, has from its income from games. This build- 

been for some time rough and rocky, dan- 9S is one story high, eighty-three feet 

gerous to ankle and knee, with several wide and two hundred and twenty-five 

men permanently lame to its credit. Most feet long and constructed of brick, steel 

interclass athletic activities have been and and concrete. The twelve-lap running 

for some time must be conducted here if at track of cinders is twelve feet wide. The 
infield is sixty feet wide, one hundred and 

all. The wonder is that so much has been eighty feet Tong and twenty feet to the 

accomplished here. The field has been girders. With the dirt floor and broad 

graded to a uniform level and given a skylights it provides an ideal indoor ath- 

pleasing relation to the different grades  Jetic field and baseball cage. Hereafter 

of State and Langdon streets and the track work and baseball should not suffer 

Library. The surface has been cleared of because of inadequate indoor facilities.
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--.-.° Phe third notable development of even while the total number of students accom- 
-. greater importance than the improved fa- modated at any hour may be greatly en- 
-. @ilities thus afforded, are the changes larged, they can be organized in much 

made possible within the main building smaller groups or squads. Thus actual 
- so that its usefulness is extended from instruction and training may be conducted 

six to ten years longer and there is made and real physical education accomplished. 
possible the conduct cf the work of the de- Further than this, it makes possible a 

. partment in such a manner as will permit real election by sophomores of the particu- 
its development to adequately fulfill its lar line in which they wish to take their 
function in the life of the students, the prescribed exercise. This had been impos- 
demonstration of the need of a new build- sible heretofore. 
ing for the exclusive us of the depart- Further improvements will be noted in- 
ment, and the gradual evolution of new _ the first floor that add to the facilities for 
plans and ideas that must be inccrporated the conduct of the work of this depart- 
in such a building. ment as well as improve the sanitary as- 

The removal of the baseball and track pect of the place. The changes in the 
work to the Annex relieves the old “cage,” swimming pool chiefly affect the work. 
from which have been taken the old board The pool will now be open daily and all 
track, the handball courts and rowing ma- day. The water will be changed fre- 
chines, leaving a clear room except for the quently and there will be no more occa- 
posts, 65x165 feet. Here all gymnastic sion for swimming only at the beginning 
paraphernalia have been installed. Much of the week. 
of the old material has been “scrapped” Some improvement in the congestion in 
and about a thousand dollars of new ap- the locker rcoms has been accomplished, 
paratus put in. The “cage” has become but it is expected that another year will 
the gymnasium. see a radical change of system in this re- 

Under the new conditions of this room spect that will do away with all Cisagree- 
it will be reserve absolutely for the use of able features, provide for indefinite expan- 
those dressed preperlv for exercise indoors. sion for several vears, and forever elim- 
Tt will be kept absolutely clean, and un- inate the danger caused by more than one 
sanitary mats will become a thing of the student occupving the same locker. ~ 
past. Visitors’ galleries at each end will The removal of the guns to the drill 
provide space for spectators, whether stu- hall and of the offices of the military de- 
dents or others. Canvas curtains will per- partment to the second floor, releases the 

' mit the division of the room into three gun room and old offices of the com- 
parts so that different class activities may mandant to the department of physical 
be carried on simultaneously. e‘ucation for needed store room and of- 

The handball courts have been erected fices for the increased staff, and provides 
in the drill hall and this latter becomes a room for the corrective gymnastic work 
the “games” room. Two sliding nets required bv so many students. 
twenty feet high civide the room into From the foregoing discussion it will 
three courts, making it possible to conduct be seen that much progress has been made 
games of basketball simultanecuslv, or one in the provision of facilities, changes of 
game can be played in the middle court method and administration of the depart- 
without interfering with the handball ment to bring it into harmonv with some 

. eourts at the ends. of the principles of phvsical educaticn 
. By these changes and improvements it discussed in this magazine at various 

is now possible to arrange the indoor ac-_ times last vear. One or two other items 
tivities eo that with the necessary staff. need to be noted. | 

| _ basketball, boxing, fencing, games, gym- All freshmen will be examined as here- 
-  . Pasties, rowing, swimming, track and _ tofore, but a new feature has been insti- 
> field, tumbling and wrestling may be con-. tuted that it is believed will add much 
_.: @ueted simultaneously at any hcur except interest to the course, the “Motor Ef- 
» «@98 time and. drill will only interrupt ficiency Test.” which seeks to determine 

_ > gates for an hour or so. This means that what each man can do at certain typical
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exercises. This examination includes (1) Ccevelopment of both body and mind -that 
throwing a baseball—five throws at a through the sedentary activities of college 
three-foot target at a distance of fifty life he is apt to lose otherwise. This is 
feet: (2) running high jump—tive jumps, not a gymnastic course, but using the most 
minimum three feet; (3) climbing an valuable features of calisthenic and ap- 
eight-inch mast—hands and feet, time paratus exercises includes systematic work 

limit one minute; (4) vaulting a bar—_ in wrestling, boxing, fencing, basketball, 

five vaults, minimum four feet; (5) run- swimming, track work and other games 

ning three minutes, minimum distance and sports and leads naturally tothe 
six hundred yarcs. specialization of Physical Education 2, as 

All freshmen classified as “Aal”—(A soon as the tests outlined above show that 
as to organic condition—heart, lungs, ete., the individual is prepared for it. The two 
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“a” as to development—height, weight, credits allowed for this course will be 

bones, muscle, ete., and “1” as to Motor given only after the student has reached 

Efficiency), are permitted to take Physical the standard required for entrance to 
Edueation 2 and elect any subject in that course 2. This will usually be at the end 
course. Freshmen classified “A,” but fall- of the freshman year; it may take longer. 

ing below “al” in development and_ ef- Sophomores are also required to devote 
ficiency will take Physical Education 1 two periods per week from October 2 to 

during the winter and spring terms (De- June 2, to Physical Education. This work 

cember 4 to June 2), but may try out for will be taken in Physical Education 2, by 

freshman football, rowing or cross-country those who have no freshmen deficiency to 

with the special consent of the Director of make up, and all taking this course may 

the Men’s Gymnasium. All other fresh- elect the sports they desire to follow. 

men are require] to take Physical Educa- Those electing the general class in this 

tion 1 throughout the year, October 2 to course will be required to attend only 

June 2. twice a week, but these electing certain of 

Physical Education 1 isa developmental — the special branches must give three and 

course designed to give in a systematic some four periods a week because of the 

manner thorough training in muscular more limited value to be derived from 

control, physical judgment, physical cour- — these branches in the same length of time, 

age, avility and endurance, to stimulate or because the greater amount of indi- 

the fullest measure of crganic vigor and vidual attention required by each student 

to secure to the student a training in the reduces the amount of exercise each is able 

fundamentals of those games and sports to do in the regular period. 

that have large values from the moral and The sophomore’s election in Physical 

social standpoint as well as the physical. Education 2 may be made from the fol- 

Through this course the student will se- lowing list: 
cure some measure of that growth and October and November—Cross-country,
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football, general class (games), rowing Throughout all courses definite, syste- 

and track. matic, progressive instruction and train- 

December 4 to March 31—Baskethall, ing in each subject will be the rule and the 

boxing, fencing, general class, gymnastics, tests given to determine progress in them 

rowing, swimming, track, water polo, will include besides determination of skill 

wrestling, ice hockey and skating when acquired and development secured, writ- 

weather permits. ten work on the principles and methods 

April and May—Baseball, football, row- taught. In this manner it is believed that 

ing, tennis and track. the student’s interest will be aroused as 

Accompanying these courses will be never before and that he will get such 

Diveioak Aacscan EX penniont: Lavin ___ returns from the time and energy spent 
Sey as ; & that “Gym” will come to have a new 

constituting a series of lectures on topics fo . an 
EP satertance + ip icisndnaint of meaning to him and take on a dignity 

aes ore. age ne stancpoint OF per~ and value on a par with other university 
sonal and public hygiene, both physical courses. 
and mental. These will be given during Norr—Intercollegiate Sports—1911— 

the second semester in connection with the 1912 and After,” will be discussed by the 
regular class work as heretofore. writer in a subsequent article. 
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East Elevation of the New Athletic Annex 

THE MASTER PAINTER 

Theo. R. Hoyer 

I watched the glowing moon rise in a deepening sky, 
And saw the planet march in distant paths on high; 
I saw a fiery orb dart through the starlit night, 
And lingered lone and long o’er this most wondrous sight. 
Again I saw beyond the felds in marsh and moor, 
Blue tongues of fairy sprites in daring dances dur, 
The lake where fallow fawn their trails did trace, 
Lay in a trance, and stillness marked the wily place. 

I was alone, yet not alone—for at the brink 
Of plashy fen the blue sprites circled in a rink, 
And, leaping frantic in the air, lit up the scene 
With bluish-yellow light, and from the lake serene, 

I heard a whisper soft and low, distinct and clear, 

“In such a night as this, O Mortal, witness here 

True art!’ I knelt beside a stone and worshipped there 

The Master Painter, while spells bound the nightly air.
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THE LOST ART JUSTIFIED 

Arthur Wood Hallam 

Oye 4 LTHOUGH there seemed those days, the trade was well selected. It 

CG i to be small demand for is doubtful whether the shop would have 
Gel Kd 2 trade _like his, Gui- survived in the busy ports of England or 
Ose sop seppe Amigio was happy in that fine country, United States, where 
eae? f his work. Day by day, men hurried in and out, without 

Reh PA Mee} with infinite care, he plied thought and little time for the beautiful 

his handicraft, giving no _ in life. 
heed to the outside world, for Guiseppe Such an existence was not for him. 

Amizo was a carver of figure heads. His Once Guiseppe’s comrades had urged him 

shop was on the very shore of the Bay of to go with them to the golden land called 

Naples, where the big ocean liners that California, where the oranges grew £0 

steamed by seemed to try to remind him abundantly that one needed only to pick 
that he was laboring on a lost art. Yet them. > 

Guiseppe was famous in his way, for his Nothing could moye Guiseppe. for he 

was the only shop of its kind remaining was satisfied. Supposing his daughter 

in all Italy, or in the world, for that mat- should return for the forgiveness she had 

ter. The walls of his little work room only to ask. Would he be in a position to 

were covered with models of figureheads; receive her if he was far away in Cali- 

beautiful ladies, lions, wild horses and fornia? No, he would stay. Old Ttaly 

what not. His best works were in the was good enough for him. When he for- 

busts of women. Throughout them all, got the gnawing lonesomeness of his heart 

in spite of their great variety, ran a theme, — in earnest endeavor, he needed no artificial 

a thought of one beautiful personage, a entertainment. 

dream fancy. Unconsciously Guiseppe One day Guiseppe sat smoking his pipe 

modeled into his work the cherished image on a lew bench before his quaint little 

of his daughter, who had run away years shop, under a misty Italian summer sun, 

before with a strapping young American gazing dreamily across the bay. He no- 

sailor. The father had been a prosperous — ticed unconsciously that something was 

farmer, a grower of oranges and olives at missing at the prow of each ship, all the 

that time. Even though all his money — time wondering vaguely if one of those 

had been spent in the search for his daugh- great steamers was not bringing back his 

ter, Amigo failed to find her. She had daughter. Would he recognize her after 

gone so far away that she had never been these ten years? ‘Yes, he thought he 

heard of since. At last, penniless, he had would. She would be twenty-eight now, 

opened this little shop. Here he sought for she was only a slip of a girl when she 

contentment in striving for excellent per- bad left him. Of course Phillippo was a 

fection in his handiwork. Like a true — fine young fellow with a promising future, 

Ttalian, Guiseppe had the instinct of a but what right had Phillippo to steal 

Michael Angelo, with a fine sense of pro- his child? Although he had been embit- 

portion and an appreciation of well- tered by the loss of his only daughter, Gui- 

wrought beauty. It was for this reason — seppe had forgotten all in the lapse of 

that his figureheacs were famous. Al- years, and was only too glad to forgive. 

though few people used figureheads in Well, he feared it would never be, for he
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was growing old, and when he passed away At nine o’cleck the haze was just ris- 
the busy world would forget his existence. ing from the bay as the fine captain and 
— ~~ oo _— ory thus with- his wife strolled down the little street to 
out result. seemed as if the old man’s _ the shop. 
one wish was never to be fulfilled. “My dear, he is such a quaint old man,” 

He was suddenly awakened from his the captain was saying, “and his work is 
doze. certainly fine. He has a most excellent 

I know not your name, good sir, but conception of beauty, especially in ; his 
You are a carver of figureheads. Is it not women. ‘There seems to be a familiar 
so ? Behe strain running through his work, which 
a i ; ; : T could not place in my mind. Perhaps 
An, then am happy. Everywhere you will be able to help me out.” 

have I looked for a figurehead for my new They stopped before the little door and 

ose gud oe ie Ther’ alt knocked. “This is the place,” said the 
bite eroaekey 3 captain, “is it not unique? Just wait till 

say, “You are out of date. We do that _ She inside? 
kind of werk no longer” I am all tired YOU Se ae DELS: : 
out? The old carver bowed low to bid them 

They passed into the shop. enter. “Pray be seated,” he said, without 

“Ts this all your work ?” glancing up. 
STE is: air” “This is my wife,” said the captain. 

“Ah, again I am pleased. I wish you “Spoke I not truly?” 
to make me a figure head which is the The old man bowed, looked at the beau- 
counterpart of my wife. She is the most  tiful lady, and gasped in astonishment. 

beautiful wcian a all Italy. Will you She was the flesh and blood image of the 
a Pai Ge sok bat anak: wooden figures which lined the wall. The 

- ee Ped ctr es ©. sunlight of recognition brcke upon his 
ter were only here, I would ridicule his t = “My de shies ® he exélaimed, “is 
rash boast.” Aloud he said, “TI will do my races J at SNES ne ERE 
beet ei? it really yout a 

“Most excellent. Then tomorrow I will The dady gave a startled cry. ‘Father, 
bring my wife, at nine o'clock, to your at last.” They were locked in each other's 

shop, and we will make the agreement.” arms. 
“Farewell, senor.” The old man’s dream had come true. 
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1, Morris B. Mitchell, 12; 2, Samuel B. Groom, 12; 3, Rae F. Bell, '12; 4, Harold G. Eckhardt, °12; 

5, Kenneth S. Templeton, 13; 6, Clarence R. Cleveland, 12; 7, Edward J. Samp, '13; 

8, Harold P. Janisch, '13; 9, Walter A. Scoville. '12. 

Oya] ISCONSIN ranks foremost and traditions, excepting cases involving 

A 5) among all the universities dishonesty in university work, will be 

Ge W H+ of the country in the ex- tried upon complaint made to the Court. 

Eg N tension of the self-govern- The student conference in an early session 

ODS ing power of the student will define university traditions and pre- 

RU PA ees) body. The student court scribe punishment for breaking of tradi- 
was established in Janu- tions and provide for their enforcement. 

ary, 1910. The board of regents ratified Appeals—Any student convicted by the 

the measure for self-government among Court can appeal to the faculty discipline 
the students on January 19, 1910. Al- committee on any grounds. The only 
though several changes in the procedure other person who can appeal from the de- 

of the Court have been planned by a stu- cision of the Court is the dean of the col- 
dent conference committee, readers will lege in which the student is registered. 
get fairly accurate information regarding The only grounds on which he can appeal 

the workings of the student court in the are that there is new and unheard evi- 
following brief account: dence in the case. 

Composition—The Court is composed Finality of Decision—If there is no ap- 
of nine students, six seniors and three peal by either student or dean, the de- 
juniors. They are elected by the student cision of the Court goes directly to the 

conference committee. No member of the faculty for enforcement. In case of ap- 
Court can hold at the same time the fol- peal by either student or dean, the faculty 
lowing offices: Badger board, Union discipline committee reviews the case. If 
board, class president, student conference, they find the appeal groundless, the de- 
athletic board and prom chairman. If cision goes to the faculty for enforcement. 

Court members are elected to these offices If there appears to be cause sufficient for 

they must resign their position on the a new hearing, the discipline committee 

Court and the conference will fill the va- remands the case to the student court with 

cancy from eligible students. recommendations. They can take no ac- 

Complaints—Students can bring com- tion. The Court again considers the case 

plaints directly to the Court. All cases in- and its final decision goes to the faculty 
volving the breaking of university rules for enforcement.
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: REDMAN’S CHANCE 

Charles R. Roter 

—— BgeeerQa{ILBURTON, coming into he won’t, because he never takes a man 
eS " yy} the dressing room from the out unless he has to—and he won’t have 
A W kc showers, paused suddenly to take Wilburton out, once he puts him 

Ca. , ro as he bent over his locker, jn.” 

SOx 4 ee and listened attentively, “Well,” came back in resigned tones 
eet? his hand resting uncer- from the other, “I wish it could be fixed, 
- . tainly on the little door but it’s none of my funeral. I’m going 
knob. By instinct he was no eavesdrop- h Goi ray oP 
per, but over at his left, in the next tier, ome. rong my way: 
he had heard voices, and a chance sen- As their footsteps echoed through the 
tence had caught and held his attention. dressing room, receding toward the outer 

“Wilburton ought not to play the At- oor, Wilburton turned slowly and began 
wood game,” some one, he thought it wags to dress, dazed, his brain the battleground 
Wiley, was saying. “The better man? of a dozen conflicting impulses. As he 
Of course he is, but I tell you Watterson, ‘lressed he revolved the matter over and 
I’m sorry for Redman. You know your- Over again in his mind. Until this very 
self what he has had to fight ever since minute he had never thought of the thing 
he first went out for the team asa Sopho- as it had been presented by the conversa- 
more, three years ago. That vear he tion which he had just overheard. Until 
plaved three games and then lost out by a now he had regarded the rivalry between 
broken ankle. The next vear Wilson beat Redman and himself as a natural matter 
him out for quarter, and Wilson wasn’t a of course, in which the better man would 
bit better; just a little pull he had with . and should, by all rules of the game, win 
the ccach. Wilburton lost out by the out. The vear before he had rebclled at 
same deal then, and he was sore enough his displacement by Wilson, but that was 
about it. And now—well you know your- a diffrent matter—a mere question of fa- 
self what it would mean to Redman to voritism. Redman and he had_ been 
earn his letter this year.” friends in a common cause then, and it 

“Yes, I know,” replied the other doubt- was a friendship which had not vet been 
fully, “but doesn’t the winning of the let- forgotten. Wilburton liked his rival im- 
ter mean just as much to Wilburton. mensely. Long since they had agreed that 
Hasn’t he worked just as hard this year; whoever should win out should suffer 

— isn’t he the better man?” nothing from the malice of the other as 
“T’ll grant you all that,” said the other the result of his sucess. For Wilburton, it 

quickly, “but this is Redman’s last chance had enced there. He had gone into the 
—the last game of his last year. Next game with but cne end in view, that of 
year Wilburton will have a clear field, not winning his letter. The desire had beset 
a soul to go out against him. He will get him; it was his one idea, the one thing 
his letter anyway; why can’t he wait, and for which he had lived during the long 
give Retman his chance. If they could summer, and the endless evenings of 
each play just half the game they would wearying, grinding practice of the early 
both get their letter, for they have both fall. Of Redman’s idea of the matter he had 

. played three games this year, and the rules never thought. But now, in the light of 
oly require half the association games. another’s point of view, the complacency 
If Noreross would only give each of them with which he had regarded their position 

_ half the game it would be all right. But was rudely shattered, and Wilburton was
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at a loss to know how to adjust himself to It was late November and Thanksgiving 
the new idea, and reconcile himself to it. and the final game of the season but a 

“I suppose they were right,’ he mut- week away. It was Atwood, the ancient. 
tered to himself as he walked slowly down rival of the Blue that would match its 
the deserted corridor. “TI suppose they strength on Penniston’s field that after- 
were right and yet I don’t see what they noon, and the contest was being heralded 
would want me to do. Why should I give throughout every school of the association 
up my chance now, after I’ve worked for as the game decisive of the championship. 
it all year just as hard as any of them. All about the Penniston campus it was 
T won't do it, that’s all.” But again the the one subject of conversation, and even 
accusing sentence came back to him— _ there opinion as to the outcome of the 
“You know what it means to Redman.” game was divided. That the teams were 

Absorbed in thought, Wilburton walked evenly matched was a conceded fact, and 
slowly toward his room, oblivious of those both teams were known to depend largely 
whom he saw and passed. He was strug- upon their kicking for the winning score. 
elinz with his problem, but struggle as he From the day on which Wilburton had 
would he could reach no solution. Again first come out for practice his kicking had 
and again the half-formed resolution al- marked him as a man whom any team 
most crystalized, but always he recoiled might well fear. Several times already 
from the idea and all that it implied. To this season his kicking had been called 
sacrifice this desire was almost more than into play to score against a particularly 
he could bring himself to endure. Even obstinate line, and whatever speculation 
if he should decide to give Redman his there was as to the probable lineup of the 
chance he saw no means to accomplish his Penniston team in the Atweod game, the 
purpose save that of quitting the game quarter position had been conceded to him 
and that was not to be expected. He loved without dispute. Wilburton was not long 
the game, and if in the Atwood game his in learning of this, and it made his posi- 
school needed him it was not for him to tion doubly hard. There was no doubt 
say. Reaching his room he opened and that he would open the game, and know- 
read his mail, then leaving the place, went ing Norcross as he did, he knew that go- 
out for dinner, where he sat in somber si- ing into the game meant staying in until 
lence throughout the meal. Dinner over, his removal was necessary. There were 
he walked down town and meeting a crowd two alternatives, both equally repulsive to 
of team mates remaine! with them dur- him; either to show the despicable yellow 
ing the greater part of the evening. Red- streak or to fake an injury. He could 
man was there and Wilburton almest re- bring himself to consider neither of these, 
gretted the friendly smile with which his and the dav of the game dawned with Wil- 
opponent greeted him, feeling that an evi- burton still uncertain as to the means by 
dent animosity would be preferable in the which he could draw Redman into his 
slight justification it might give his sel- place without dishonor to himeelf. He 
fishness. Returning home, he fell wearily must let events take their course. But on 
upon the bed fully dressed, there to toss one point he was resolved. His team 
the whole night through, his problem still must win in the first half; then Redman 
unsolved. should have his chance. 

Morning came, bringing no conclusion. —_—— 
Again and again he brought himself al- As the Penniston team fell into position 
most to his decision, always to recoil from to receive the kick-off, the grandstands 
it. But through the morning, as he sat seemed to heave themselves into 
listlessly inattentive through his classes, the air to hurl defiance at the Atwood 
the sentence kept recurring—“You know eleven. Increasing swiftly in volume, the 
what it means to Redman—his last grand old Penniston locomotive launched 
chance.” Slowly but surely he was weak- forth, bursting at its conclusion into a 
ening, but it was not until the noon bell chaos of noise and clamor that lost to the 
rang that his resolution tcok form and be- grandstands the screech of the referee’s 
came determination. shrilling whistle. Scarcely had the echoes
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died in the hills about the stadium, when the heavy rushes of the other, or unless 

in a long black line the Orange team ad- some unforeseen accident occurred, the 

vanced on the ball, the Atwocd captain game would end without a score for either 
catching his stride for the kick-off. His _ side. 
foot met the ball squarely and the yellow The first quarter ended with the ball in 

pigskin rose high in the air, sailing swiftly Penniston’s possession on Atwood’s forty- 

and true toward the Penniston goal. yard line. As the whistle blew announc- 

Higher, further and higher it rose, then ing the end of the first period, the players 

turning downward in its flight, seemed to dropped wearily from their places, and 

settle gently in the arms of Watterson, walked toward the opposite ends of the 

who stood there waiting—and the game field, there to await the opening of the 

was on. second quarter. Wilburton, walking slow- 

Receiving the ball on her own twenty- ly toward his place, glanced toward the 
vard line, Penniston advanced it to her little group of men huddled on the side- 

forty. Albrey, right half, received the lines. There were many there, but among 

ball from Wilburton, and running to skirt them all he saw only the pale face of Red- 

left end, was intercepted even before he man, who, pathetic in his hopelessness, 
had cleared the line. Henderson made smiled bravely at him with a gesture of 
two yards through right tackle, with eight encouragement. Wilburton saw him try 

to go. The line fell into position for the to speak and catch himself and with an 

kick. Dropping back, Wilburton paused answering smile and a wave of his hand. 

fer a moment, his arms outstretched. His he walked toward the group of players who 

fingers snapped and the ball shot straight sat huddled in their blankets upon their 

and true into his hands, even as the At- field. 
wood right half broke through the line “Something will have to happen. If 

upon him. He was poised for the kick, I’ve got to score, I'll do it, and then— 

however, and the ball shot straight and Redman can have my chance. If we can 

low, just above the half back’s head, then only get within kicking distance.” He 

rising against the wind, sailed swiftly dropped quietly down beside Watterson, 

down the field. The ends were already who greeted him with the question: 

far down the field, bearing down upon “Why didn’t you kick from their thirty 

the Atwood safety, who stood waiting to when we had them there? You knew we 

receive the punt. Without apparent ef- couldn’t get around them.” 

fort his arms closed upon the ball and he “Mistake, maybe,” replied Wilburton 

started to run, only to fall in his tracks briefly, with a smile. “Left end seemed 

as Kennedy tackled fair and low. At- to be weakening. Next time, probably. 

wood failed to gain on first and second There’s plenty of time left yet,” he added, 

downs, losing five vards by an attempted as the whistle blew again. “We’ve just 

forward pass. Gehring kicked to Horton, been warming up.” 
who returned it to Atwood’s fifty-yard On Atwood’s forty-yard line Penniston 

line, where the ball was lost on downs. took the ball, and with a series of brilliant 

So it went through the entire first quar- dashes, advanced it to the thirty-vard line 

ter. Both teams played hard and well, where Harris fumbled. Atwood taking 

and it was to be seen early in the game the ball there, pushed it back to the cen- 

that line plunges and end runs were use- ter of the field, where it wavered back 

less for ground gaining. After the first and forth, exchanging possession a dozen 

spurt that carried the ball into Atwood times before Penniston again began her 

territorv, neither team could gain the ad- steady advance toward the goal. From 

vantage, and the ball see-sawed back and her fifty-yard line, a brilliant forward pass — 

forth about the center of the field. Punted advanced to the middle of the field, where 

far into dangerous territory now and then, a clever delayed pass brought in another 

the ball would be returned by a furious ten. An end run and another forward 

flash of energy to the middle of the field, pass netted substantial gains, and Pennis- 

there to remain. Already it seemed that ton was on Atwood’s thirty-yard line. 

unless one of the two teams wearied under Unwilling until now to attempt to try
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himself while there was an opportunity for the fifteen-vard line; it was ten—five. 
another i cores ne signalled his attempt Suddenly some unseen thing struck him 

line stiffened, the players there stamping with. wove, teeca raring him forward ; 1 errific force. sha 
to gain a foothold, waiting for their op- through his body. He stumbled forward 
ponents prunse when the ball should be and half fell to his knees, but struggling 
passed. Wilburton, his arms outstretched, again to his feet, pushed on, every ste 
paused a second before giving his signal. agony. The weight about his ‘waist bore 
Suddenly he opened his hands. What hap- him down, but still he struggled on, no 
pened then no one but the center could longer seeing. Suddenly bis knees col- 

tell. 1 ; groan Arese Qe the crowded japsed veakly beneath him, and he sank 
grandstands as tne ball was seen to slip helplessly upon the ground. The air grew 
from the center’s hands and roll deliberate- black, and strange loud noises filled his 
lv ina sem reirele about the field. A groan ears and he anew no more. Wilburton had 
arose, which gave place to a gasp of as- no need to fake an injury that afternoon. 
tonishment as Wilburton, springing for- They have not coazeid to talk of that 
ward, snatched the ball from the ground, run of Wilburton’s vet at Penniston, of 
even as the hands cf an Atwood lineman how, just as the whistle blew to end the 
closed upon it. Like a flash Wilburton second quarter he stumbled over the line, 
ras ee across the ee heeanins the ne Atwood fullback hanging heavily about 
ine before the surprisec wood men his waist, vainly struggling to bring him 
knew What naa happenees he dodged rere nown, before he could carrv the ball over 
an ere, evading man after man as they for the winning score. They have not 
dived to tackle. Watterson and Kennedy, ceased to talk of the delirium that ran 
forming interference, accounted for a man through ne grandstands, or of the sereech- 
each, and Albrev went dewn in a heap ing, velling mob that followed the 
with the Atwood end just as he dived. stretcher that bore him gently off the field, 
Another man dived and missed and Wie rouying his mame in accents cf adulation 
burton, free from opposition, started off which he could not hear. Nor have they 
across the field, straight for the goal. The ceased to talk of the game that Redman 
field was clear now, except for Houston, played, when, at the beginning of the third 
the giant Atwood fullback, who, playing quarter, he went in to finish the game. 
safety, was running out to meet him. It  phey gay that he plaved the game of his 
was but a matter of seconds before they y: 9. that afternoon, 
met. The fullback, circling from the left, 1 oe, i 7 . today. side bv s} 

dived: his arms half closed about Wilbur- ter Prenares Tang Todays S1de DY aide, 
ton’s knees, but the runner, with a final oe the student hall of fame, among those effort, wrenchel himsclf free. As he of other heroes of other years. ‘They are 

whirled he slipped and half fell, but. full length pictures taken in the toggery 
stumbling to his feet again, staggered of the game, and the sweaters that they 
blindly on toward the goal. He crossed wear both bear the great blue letter “P.” 

REAPER’S SONG 

Shigeyoshi Obata 

We turned the water-wheel, To labor did we cling, 
We turned it ‘neath our heel, Weeding and watering, 

Oft felt to reel. Summer and spring. 

We braved the thunder’s threat, In gold the rice-helds lie, | 
We stooped in summer heat, And who the sickles ply, 

Our brows in sweat. But you and J!
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HOW I JOINED THE PROCESSION 

M. C. Otto 

ROMISE in haste, repent at leisure. statue of the iron chancellor in his library, 
P It was easy, My, Editor, to say and althouzh an atheist, bows in prayer 

“ves” to your request for a letter night and morning to the deity expressed 
frem over here, but the endeavor to com- in this remarkable man. And he has ar- 
ply has brought back freshman theme days ranged with his physician that his dying 
with a vengeance. Not that there haven’t look shall fall upon this marble image. If 
been ‘“impressions’—my brain is honey- I were inclined to follow his example this 

combed with them. From the moment statue of Huxley weuld have much in its 
we crossed the border into Canaca and favor. Go to see it. If you are a lover 
suddenly observed the absolute disappear- of man, man at his best, it will repay vou. 
ance of chewing gum, or, rather, the gum- The strength, courage, fight are conspicu- 

chewer, until the present minute, when I ous. You cannot miss them; but walk 
have just returned from a trial spin in around until you find the spot from where 
Swiss mountain shees, heavy as a man’s vou get the twinkle in his eye. And—— 

heart who has drawn two failures and a That is why I rejected this and some 
con—from them till now “impressions” other subjects, cathedrals and old village 
have trooped in upon me. The problem churches for example—there’d be no end 
has been where to risk myself; and hav- to the story. This letter is to be about an 
ing decided to manage a halt sufficiently experience in a little English village, 
long for coaxing my guaranteed, absolute- which, simple as it was, always stands out 
ly non-leakable pen to emit ink at the in relief when my mind wan‘ers back 
right point. (No pun inten’ed, as Wins- over days that passed too quickly. 
low somewhere says, unless vou like.) It came about in this way. The com- 

For atime Glasgow seemed promising— mercialization of Stratford-Upon-Avon 
memorable in my mind for poor, emaci- getting “cn my nerves,” I tramped into 

ated eld women, chimney pots, and reced- the country, following the wind as guide. 
ing chins. But Glasgow reminded me too It was a laughing landscape everywhere ; 
much of smoky Pittsburg. It was hard green hedges, beautiful little flower gar- 
in the next place to pass over the beauti- dens, brooks lined with willow herb and 
ful furniture of England, and the rare bluebells, rolling meadows where singing 
taste displayed in pictures. In the most Jarks soared into the sky to tumble down 
unpretentious homes we were sure to find again, patches of weod in whose shady bor- 

a few pieces of furniture and some pic- ders one could hear the thrushes and the 
tures that the sc-called best people at home robins. And such elms by the roadside! 
migkt well be proud of. But furniture In due course the white road led into the 
and art offer too great an opportunity for picturesque village of Broadway, Worces- 

' the display of ignorance. tershire, where I found a room in a little 
In London to me the greatest thing was thatch roofed cottage, which, though hard- 

a statue of Huxley in the Natural History ly bigger than a stall at “The Pal,” prom- 
Branch of the British Museum. Only ised a good night. (The promise wasn’t 
one cther chiselled thing gripped my emo- made good, for the electric fan was out of 
tions -in a similar manner—the justly order and the one window was much like 
famous lion of Lucerne, and in the case a port hele. But all this doesn’t fit into 
of Huxley one escapes the shops. They my story.) 
tell in German about a man who has made IT was having tea in the garden when 

“a god of Bismarck. He hasa fine marble the hostess told me that an American
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lady, who had a house in Broadway for of conversation, snatches of laughter, the 
the summer, had given all the children veneral murmur, the spirited music, 
above the age of three in the place a cay’s thrilled me. But it did more—it brought 
outing at the seaside, and that being an me my very first teuch of homesickness. 
American (it’s my hat and my shoes, Mr. Just then it happened. Sucdenly up 
Editor), I might care to see them return. went the Stars and Stripes, and at the 
“The whele village will be there,” she same instant the band burst forth into 
said, “and the band is going down to meet “QO Say Can You See!” The last thing I 
them, for nothing like it has ever hap- remember is literally jerking my hat off. 
pened in Broadway, nothing. And it will For the whole scene vanished from me, 
be writ up in the papers, it is that grand, and T stood thousands of miles away on 
if I have to do it myself.” Well, she got a college campus. The fellows were 

me interested, and after spending a few marching; over yonder was the Gym: 
memorable hours in the old village church, Mendota shimmering to the west of it; 

built when America hadn’t been Ciscov- the purple shores beyond. 
ered by Columbus, or perhaps by anyone When T came to I was being gently 
else, T sauntered down the long street to pushed along by a marching, giggling 

the station. It was after eight, but the throng, and there was no doubt cf it, I 
west was still splendid, and the clouds . was divicing attention with the main at- 
floating above the horizon were rich old traction. So T turned about face, put on 
rose. my hat, and became one of the happy four 

I had grown almost weary cf waiting a bundred fifty and marched with them to 
quarter of a mile from the station when the village green, where there were 
all at once I saw them marching down out speeches and more music. When we dis- 
of the sunset. I saw the Union Jack pcrsed the stars were shining, the same 
raise’, then the band struck up a march, eld stars: Vega overhead, the Great Bear. 
and in what seemed another moment the Arcturus. I rearranged the geography 
dark mass, spanning the road, was coming — till these old friends hung over another 
upon me with a swinging stride, waving citv, far away, then climbed to my little 
hundreds of little tin pails and shovels. attic room and blew out the candle. 
The movement and sound of it—the bits And ‘that is how I joined the procession. 

T. R. Hoyer 

Self-pampering hosts of men at thy life grin, — 
Scorn and deride thy name from mountains high, 
Thy temple, wide as earth and high as sky, 
They must defile with sacrilegious sin, 
Dead though thy body, still thy soul lives on 
Among the paupers thou did’st love so well; 
When worlds turned dcaf as thy words stinging fell, 
They heard thee, seer, and followed thee anon, 
Thy soul rebels when e’en the least of these 
Must bear the brunt of burdens, sins and vice, 
While powers pilfering their harvests reap, 

_ And glory in their victims’ miseries. 
Thou gav'st the meek thy humble sacrifice, . 
Great sage! What souls did weep at thy last sleep.
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. ON THE GRAY CLIFF 

| Glen Ward Dresbach 

There stands a gray cliff by the sea, 

etnd wild waves lash tt restlessly; 

cind here she stood when the full moon 

Rose from the sea one night in June. 

ind with her stood—Why tell the tale? 

, Long she has sobbed it to the gale, 

That laughs and sobs along the dunes, 

Like some mad piper at his tunes. 

And now it 1s no longer June. 

On autumn nights the blood-red moon 

Comes slowly from the misty sea, 

And wanders westward silently. 

and on an autumn night she strayed 

On the gray cliff while night winds prayed, 

And soft rains laved her flowing hair, 

To cool her white brew’s hot despair. 

The gray cliff loomed beside the sca, 

And the wild waves lashed it restlessly— 

Ah, now she rests. The seaweed keeps 

Its arms about her as she sleeps.
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A WORD FOR THE WISCONSIN It is upon this theory, at any rate, that 
DRAMATIC SOCIETY the Wisconsin Dramatic Society is doing 

_ its work. It recognizes clearly enough 
Thomas H: Dickineon the need of a better American drama, but 

[po purposes of the Wisconsin Dra- it is most concerned with giving the peo- 
matic Society have been stated to ple of Madison and its vicinity a practical 
be: First, the fostering of a high knowledge of better drama. It is much 

standard of dramatic appreciation in the concerned with high principles of dra- 
community; second, the diffusion of in- matic technique, but it is more anxious 
formation concerning the best modern to secure a local audience that will appre- 
plays in English and other languages; ciate these principles when they are real- 
third, the amateur production of plays of ized. This is a philosophy of limitations, 
absolute merit under conditions as nearly to be sure, but we believe that even our 
as possible free from the pitfalls of com- limitations, if properly respected, will 
mercial production. serve us a good turn by localizing our work 

It will be seen from this statement that and keeping it practical. 
the work of the society has two sides. The Too many good movements die because 
one is large and general; the other is local they are not roote| in the ground. Their 
and particular. On its general side the — theorics are good, hut at no place do their 
society becomes a part in a wide spread theories touch a practical problem. If 
movement for making the drama a more you trace the history of any great social 
worthy art and a more efficient social in- ideal you will find at its source a very 
strument. This movement is now so vigor- concrete piece of social service. It is this 
ous and so well distributed that it is dis- idea the Wisconsin Dramatic Society must 
cernible to even the most casual interest. keep before it. It must begin by doing 

It has produced numberless experiments things as well and as disinterestedly as 

in the writing, producing and support of — possible and let the formulated theories 
plays, and is in fact the one thing that is follow after if they will. 
alive in the present theatre. It is for this reason that we have en- 

Every organization that purports to be couraged people to read as many good 
anything more than an amateur producing — plavs as possible and have had very few 
seciety must of necessity pay some atten- lectures. It is better for people to talk 
tion to the general principles underlying among themselves than to be talked to. 

this movement. But there are dangers in We are publishing some translations of 
attacking too large a task. It may even plays and by this act we are showing that 
be questioned whether, in “uplift” move- we believe in there plays, but we are omit- 
ments, if we must use the ugly word, close ting criticism and comment. It’s better 
application to the local and particular that people get the plays first. There is 
problem is not more preductive of results too much reading at second-hand in these 
than a large and exclusive concern with days of book reviews. And we are produc- 
principles and ideals. ing plays, but we wish each play to stand
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upon its own feet. We shall be content if at the same time practical. And that 
our deeds speak for themselves. movement is fertunate that lies close to 

This shouldn’t lead anyone to suppose the heart of voung men. The resiliency 
that we despise theory or underestimate of mind, the freedom from the bias of the 
the real quality of some of the drama established thing, the zest of the untried 
ideals just now forming. It simply indi- are nowhere stronger than among: stu- 
cates that the large and general side of the dents. So if ene should ask whether the 
case does net constitute our problem. We work of the society is not made tentative 
are concerned with the local and particu- through the fact that it is so largely a 
lar. It is our desire to encouraze as many “student” movement, I should answer 

Wisconsin people as possible to know good that to my thinking in this fact Hes its 
plays. To this end we are distributing greatest strength. T shall gauge the place 
play bocks to readers, we are translating that this society may take in the world 
plays, and we are producing plays. Next from the place that it takes in the interest 
to our desire to make many people know of the young men and wemen here in 
plavs there comes the desire to encourage — Madison. 
Wisconsin men and women to try to write _ 
plays of the highest type. Even in pur- 
suit cf this rather large aim we are going | 
to stay at home. THE CHINESE DRAMA* 

As we are just at present more anxious N THE romance literature of China 
to be active locally than to work out our I one seriously feels a want of a rich, 
theories we are also somewhat limited in creative, constructive imagination. The 
our ambitions. In fact, the task set be- Chinese novelist writes far too disinter- 

fere us is larger than our machinery can estedly, I might say, far too histerically. 
compass. There are organizations for a Te never crosses the bounds of propriety. 
national propaganda, and to these we and therefore his heroes are ordinarv indi- 
gladly leave the national work. The  yiduals and his heroines merely wooden. 
Drama League of America is doing a good — well-bred ladies. 

work in the broad field. Fer such a work More freely does the Chinese power cf 
the Wisconsin Dramatic Society, through imagination move in their drama, but, 
the very concreteness of its purposes, is alas, most frequently only in spectacular 
unprepared. We shall, doubtless, plant a style or in burlesque form. Their liter- 

producing branch in Milwaukee during ature contains a large number of plays, 
the autumn, but beyond this our means but in spite of this their dramatic art still 
cannot go. Our own field is large enough — exists in its infancy. Their theatres are 
for us. barracks erected on posts; the faces of the 

Neither de we expect a theatre of our actors are thickly besmeared with all sorts 
own in the very near future. We might of make-up; the orchestra plavs in one 
easily be in too much of a hurry to secure unisonant tone, and scenical machinery is 
these external signs of substantial suc- missing. If the opening of a door should 
cess. We have known cases recently of be represented, the actor makcs gestures 
theatres being built before an audience as though he is opening the wing of the 

had been provided to fill them. Weshould same. From the cerrect movements of a 
prefer to secure the audience first. If we hero’s thighs, the sp-ctator must infer that 
are successful in this, we believe the the- the actor has mounted a horse. At the 

-atre will come. Meanwhile we will use appearance of Cemons and ghosts, at the 
the, instruments at hand. portrayal of historical scenes, battles, etc., 

Finally it should be said that it is par- horribles outcries are raised. Lately, how- 
ticularly fortunate for such a movement’ ever, the Chinese dramatic art seems to 
that it is able to find a home in Madison. have advanced, at least from the reports 
The temper of the state is progressive and of Lay, who particularly praises the gor- 

_ * This is the first of a series of translations by the editor from Scherr’s Geschichte der Weltlitteratur. 
The next article will treat on the Japanese drama.
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geousness of the costumes and the correct taire wrote L’orphelin de Chine; in like 
form of the mimical art. manner “The Pagoda of Heaven,” con- 

Drama, mostly in the form of operas, taining reminiscences of Hamlet. Most 
has been found to have existed in a very often, however, there is lacking an artistic 
carly period, about 1800 before Christ. construction and a more serious motive. 
During the dynasty of the Yuen (1280- Only in passionate moments does this 
1368 after Christ) the writing cf drama otherwise prosaical language- take on a 
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A Performance in a Chinese Theatre—from Scherr’s Weltlitteratur. 

appears to have had a particularly plenti- greater vigor and rhythmical movement in apy I YJ g 8 j 
ful development. An old collection en-  yerse form. 

titled “The Huncred Plays of the Yuen,” A more rigid division of the forms. of 

offers models for plays of a later period. drama can scarcely be undertaken. In 
They take their material from all phases like wenner as the aovel. it sust “free 
of life and are not without genuine dra- A nt ; : ae ; fact ontly serve : ridicule Budd- 
matic action, effective, serious and jovial quently : re 10 torn. to ridion - da 
scenes and sizing characterization ‘as hism, which in China predominantly 

for instance Tschao-schi-ku-oel (The spreads only in its corrupted form. Prob- 

young orphan of the Tschao family) by ably the most popular of all plays is Pi- 
the dramatist Ki-Kiun-thiang, upon the pa-ki_ (The History of the Lute). Hoei- 
basis of which production, following the — tan-ki, ¢. e., the history of the chalk circle, 
translation by the Jesuit Primare, Vol- the famous theatrical production which
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was written about 1350, is a criterion of comparison to the stage of the occident 

Chinese dramatic art. than the ceceived husband.” 

It may be characterized as a melodrama, 

as a criminal, dramatic novel. The hero- TTT 

ine’s name is Hai-tang, who, because of 

her mother’s poverty and her urging re- EDWIN BOOTH DRAMATIC 

quests becomes first a singer and Cancer CLUB 

in a Chinese theatre, later the second wife 

of the prominent Mr. Ma, to whom she A T THE present time the people of 

bears a son. The first wife of Ma, with the entire English speaking world 
the aid of her lover, Tschao, clerk of are busy with preparations for a 

court, poisons Ma, and also has intentions gigantic Charles Dickens centenary—a 

of killing Hai-tang and to get control of fitting celebration of the birth of one of 

the child in order to obtain the inheritance the greatest literary artists the English 
of her former poisoned husband. She language has produced and nurtured. The 

brings charges of murder against Hai- author who labored in poverty, and whose 

tang, who in the first court is condemned ffsprings were deprived of just royalty 

and in the second, however, acquitted. on his works, is to be commemorated by 
Davies writes that the Chinese litera- Voluntary Dickens associations that are 

ture possesses 200 velumes of plays from alive and active in every city and com- 

187 dramatists, and Bazin mentions that munity ; even a national celebration is be- 

in the short period from 1260 to 1333, [MS undertaken. 

after Christ. 81 dramatic writers flour- In the University of Wisconsin the Ed- 

ished in China, who together wrote 564 win Booth Dramatic Club stands sponsor 

plays. In our own day, an educated Chi- for the success of the Dickens commemora- 

nese himself, Gencral Tsching-Ki-Tong, tion. The chief feature, naturally, will 

who spent a long time in Europe, has be the elaborate presentation of a Dickens 

given us important insights into the the- play. In planning this undertaking, the 

atrical life of his country in his French  ¢lub has set a high standard of production. 

book Le Theatre Chinois (1886) in which Elaborate detail is to combine with his- 

he has compared it with French dramatic torical accuracy in settings, costumes and 
life. properties. Further, the club plans a series 

Amonz other things. he says: “The of university lectures and programs of 

French theatre, without question. is far readings relative to Charles Dickens that 

more developed than our own, but the will produce the requisite atmosphere for 

latter is older. Among us in China, dra- 4 truly Dickens festival _ 

matic art flourishe? when it did not ex- The Edwin Booth club was organized at 

ist in France. Our stage arrangements the University of Wisconsin about twelve 

are still patterned after the stvle of past years ago. Carving out for itself a defi- 

ages and do not follow the modern fash- nite sphere—that of artistic drama—it 

ion: our actors are not taught the cor- has rigidly adhered to the policy of drama 

rect art of speech in a conservatorv, and for dramatic art’s sake, and has success- 

our actresses—there are none.” (The fullv presented a number of classical 

roles of women on the Chinese stage are works, including “Othello” in 1902, “T're- 
taken by boys and voung men.) “Fur. lawney of the Wells” in 1904, “Bachelor’s 

thermore Tscheng Ki-Teng informs us Romance” in 1906, “Twelfth Night” in 

that in China the main purpose cf the 1908, You Never Can Tell in 1909, and 

drama is “The Furtherance of Virtue,” The Road to Yesterday in 1910. 

d that slovenliness and _ slatternliness Membership in the club is restricted to 
an ; ese aa those students in the University who by 
are strictly prohibited on the stage, tryout demonstrate their liking for and 

whereby, and quite justly so, he casts a ability in Cramatic work. The tryouts 

contemptuous side glance at the French this year will be held in connection with 
theatre and arrives at the conclusicn, the selection of the cast for the Dickens 

“Nothing is missing on our stage for a play. Among the alumni members of the
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club who have been prominent in college fellowship and to greater efforts in the 
dramatics are Leo Tiefenthaler, Alfred production of amateur drama. 
Arvold, John D. Jones, Jr., Thomas Mills, 
Kdward McMahon, Edgar Robinson and 
Manfield 8. Gross. THE JUNIOR PLAY 

The Booth men this vear are planning 
a week end—three-stand—trip to a trio \ N 7 HEN the curtain rises at the open- 
of Wisconsin cities at which the Dickens ing scene of the Junior Play this 
play will be presented. year, the critical connoisseur will 

realize that the performance before him 
—__—— is not a heavy drama, nor a serious prob- 

lem play. We venture to make this pre- 
THE HARESFOOT DRAMATIC | diction, not because “The Servant of the 

CLUB People” of last year was not well received 
—for it certainly was—but rather because 

HE plans for this winter’s Haresfoot we feel that Wisconsin will not sacrifice 
Dramatic Club show took a de- her one prime opportunity of the year to 
cided bound early in September, stage one real local college production, 

when Business Manager Healy Powell re- abounding in its traditions, good fellow- 
ceived from Milton Blair, former presi- ship and common bons of interest such as 
dent of the club, the announcement that make for a healthy college community. 
“Hod” Winslow, ’04, author of “The We have only to gaze in the faces of the 
Dancing Doll,” had completed the book audience and our problem of what type of 
and the lyrics for the coming opera. play we should select is solved. We have 

No one, it is believed in university dra- but one alternative in the matter, and that 
matic circles, is better qualified to supply is the choosing of a play that is both 
a libretto than Winslow. His “Dancing amusing and instructive. Tired bodies, 
Doll” was the beginning of a new move- tired minds and spirits artificially pitched 
ment in student dramatics at Wisconsin, to a degree of great merriment demand a 
and made the name of the Haresfoot Dra- stimulant, and the junior class must fur- 
matic Club a byword among people of nish the right kind of stimulant. It is 
this state and in the Illinois cities where useless to idealize the real life as it ex- 
the club has played. Winslow is the ists on Junior Play night. There is one 
author of several other student produc- occasion when the stage may conscientious- 
tions which have had an unusual success. ly cater to the wants of the public, and 

At present he is on the staff of “The we are glad in this instance that it can, 

Masses,” a newspaper with a plea for so- for no other time of the year is more op- 

ciological betterment which has created a portune for a more real, original and 

stir among thinking people in the east. unique Wisconsin production. 

The acquisition of the book of the com- An amusing entertainment, however, 

ing show at a time so far ahead of its need not lack that felicitous union of the 

production will insure an unusually fin- principal actions of a drama, nor that 

ished show. In past years the book has concatenation of cause and effect which 

not been received until Christmas, and the binds the actions into a whole. A well 

work of rehearsals has been unduly rushed developed plot is essential. Local coloring 

or cut short in consequence. and setting will be great assets, at least 

The Haresfoot Club will probably pos- in the minds of the audience, and they 

sess rooms of its own this winter. Al- are the judges. One of the important pre- 

though none have yet been found which requisites of a successful entertainment is . 

are suitable, the club expects to be settled the instructive element in the play. Amid 

in its own quarters soon after the opening all the wit and humor and lines that may 

of school. In this event, it is planned to receive wall-bursting appreciation there 

establish an “Actors’ Loft,” where the uni- should run a serious strain, a subcutaneous 

versity followers of the mask and wig may purpose, awakening within the spectators 

meet in an atmosphere conducive to good a sense of responsibility and a desire to
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profit by the instructions. A mere bab- plot with a moral—all these should be 
bling of college slang and cant is not en- worthy of embodiment in a typical Junior 
tertaining. That’s fatiguing and tiresome Play. 
talk, but sounr, healthy references to well- A votre sante, beaux esprits! A hun- 
known situations, “take-offs” on men and dred dollar prize and limelight fame is 
measures, together with a well organized offered to the winner. 

JUDGE NOT 
T- it. [+- 

Thou hast passed judgment bold upon my life, 

Thou hast condemned, convicted, censured me; 

My doom in bitter imprecations rife 

Hast thou foreshadowed in thine own decree, 

Yet who art thou, self-righteous Pharisee, 

Who sitest ’midst thy flock self-satisfied, 

Who would’st predict my own hard destiny, 

For thou alone can’st never be my guide. 

Pray leave thy biased haunts and confreres ill, 

Where sects and creeds unholy words do wage, 

Pray open up thy mind and hear His ceil, 

Who ever speaks to man from age to age, 

Think not that thou alone hast been thus blessed, 

That thy faith must alone redeem a life. 

The soul that thes condemn’st above the rest, 

Will bless thee even through eternal strife. 

= ————— or .
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ROFESSOR E. B. M’GILVARY, _ election. Translated stories from the Ger- | 
Davidson, ’84; Princeton, ’88; Cal- man for a magazine for one winter, other- 
ifornia, °97—editor of the David- wise did nothing in the way of journalistic 

Son. Monthly, 85-84 ; representative of work, ance dramatics, forensics, or 
Philanthropic Society (one of the two music. ilitary drill three times a week 
literary societies at Davidson college) at for three years. “If I could live my un- 
Junior exercises, delivering an oration. dergraduate days over again I certainly 
Won essayist medal in same society in would study just as hard as I did while 
junior year. ahere were only, intra-col- in comes and make it a point to have my 

ege sports and no standing teams, e Work prepared every Cay to e very pes 

old-fashioned pickup game of football and of my ability, but I should pay more at- 
baseball at Davidson college at that time. tention to athletics Whether I am of an 
If Dr. McGilvary were to attend college athletic build or not, I certainly should 
again he would try for a place on some make an effort to take part in every form 
editorial staff on a college paper; he would cf athletics. Athletics pay in the long run 
take an active part in forensics and would if they are not overdone. Athletics should 

go in for some light form of athletics, such not rob a man of the time he should de- 

as tennis. “The wider the circle of stu- vote to his studies, nor should they lead 
dent activities a man can satisfactorily {5 overstraining, but they are, when car- 
carry on in college the better, but it should |. a Ta moat v . . ried on sensibly, one of the most valuable 
not be allowed to interfere with good work 1 f college life. If T , ‘dent 

_ in one’s studies. A student should not Paases on Conese ne. * Were presided 
be a ‘grind, but he should do all his work of a college and had the power, [ should 

well. He should cultivate a few intimate force every man, every year, no matter 
friendships and a large circle of acquain- what his class standing, to take part in 
tances. I believe in a good fraternity con- athletics. I believe they would tank me 
nection, but dislike fraternity machine for it later in life.” 

' politics.” Professor McGilvary is the ~ + 
author of philanthropical articles in the P vniversity LL. ‘-KAHLENBERG, 
new International Encyclopedia and nu- einige. 20 of pee aaah 

‘cles i : 3. eipzig, 795; Ph. D., sum 
merous articles in various journals laude.—Was elected member of first Uni- 

ROFESSOR JOHN L. KIND, Uni- _ versity of Wisconsin crew, but did not row 
rereity of N ebrasiea, Chice 3 cofun _with them, tr the wee came a during | 

ia University, ?06.—Chief interests, summer vacation. Member of Hesperia; 
first, scholarship; secondly, society. As a chose not to go on debate, because that in- 
result of preparing his lessons daily to the terfered to too great an extent with scien- 
very best of his ability he never had to tific work in the laboratory. Pianist and 
review for quizes or examinations and was violinist. Co-editor Journal of Physical 
elected to Phi Beta Kappa at the first Chemistry, also Journal de Clinic Phy-
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sique, Geneva, Switzerland——“If I could: ber of the senior play cast, “Der Tisch ist 
be an undergraduate again, I should in- Gedeckt.” Played with the Mandolin 

7 terest myself especially in developing home Club one year. In his day, college activi- 
athletics as distinct from intercollegiate . ties were not organized as they now are.-— 
athletics, also in developing more sociabil- “I suppose I would do the same thing 
ity amongst students who do not belong to ' were Ian undergraduate again. One fol- 
fraternities. I should pay specia; atten- lows one’s natural inclinations. It is my 
tion to work in music; should join the mu- present belief that college activities are 

: sical clubs and stimulate inters:t in good, overdone by some men. If I were to do 
hearty singing on part of the students in my course over again, I should go in for 
the literary societies; clubs and other gath- out-of-door sports and my college work, 
erings. This would tend to create strong and leave student politics absolutely 
bodies and minds that have the rieht atti-. alone.” Professor Westermann is the 
tude toward the intellectual work the uni- author of a number of scientific,articles. 
versity is trying to do. I[t would help te one prawn: 
create a better spirit of honesty and fair- Pres ESSOR M .G, BLEYER, Uni- 
ness toward university work.” Dr. Kahlen- . versity of Wisconsin, ’96. University 
berg is the author of “Outlines of Chem- 7, _editor and editor-in-chief of the Daily 

istry,” “Laboratory Exercises in General Cardinal. Editor of the Aegis. Chairman 
Chemistry,” “Qualitative Chemical An- of the Badger. Professor Bleyer would 

alysis” (with J. H. Walton). and a long add dramatics and forensics to his sphere 
list of original researches on chemical and of student activities if he had an oppor 
allied topics which have appeared in vari- tunity. He believes that “Student activi- 
ous standard technical journals, here and tes of the right kind can be closely corre- 
abroad. ‘ lated with university work, and when the 

time devoted to them is not out of pro- 
ROFESSOR W.L.WESTERMANN, portion to that demanded-by regular wni- 

Pp University of Nebraska, 794. Re- versity work they mav be made the means 
ported university news on a city of valuable training.”—Professor Bleyer 

paper for one year. Played third base on is the author of a High School Course in 
the baseball team for twe years. Mem- English, 1906. 
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JOHN REA WOOLLEY 
PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHER 

509 STATE STREET, MADISON, WISCONSIN 

HOME PORTRAITURE 

Get Your Rebate When You Need It 
WITH EACH SALE YOU GET A CHECK 

BRING BACK IN CHECKS. . §$ 5.00 AND GET IN TRADE . . $ .35 
10.00 1.00 
20.00 2.50 
25.00 350 

ANY TIME. YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT TILL SPRING 
USE YOUR CHECKS WHEN YOU NEED THAT NEXT BOOK 

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, 712 State Street
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“The Hub” Record mE 

Today, as it has been for many 
years, Madison’s leading 
Clothing and Shoe Store 

i 118 N. Pinckney Street 

THE@HUB MADISON :: WISCONSIN 

66 ed Buy Her a “Glad’’ Iron 

; and save her the hot, weary drudgery of ironing 

with clumsy, stove-heated SADirons. Thousands 

of women have been made glad by the 

Electric Flat Iron 

Madison Gas & Electric Company 
Phone 144 120-126 EAST MAIN STREET



The Jordan Market) KENTZLER BROS. 
Company Livery 

Retail and Wholesale dealers in MADISON, WISCONSIN 
ME ATS Telephone 85 

and all kinds of 
. Who keep the “Best Equipped 

Fish and Oysters Livery” in the State (no excep- 
tion), and meet all the require- 
ments of fashionable driving. To 
this fact is due their wide-spread 
popularity. A fine stock of ve- 
hicles and well-bred horses con- 

stantly on hand for your 
We make oo bce pee buyers and pl leasure. 

LADY FINGERS AND MACAROONS A 
SPECIALTY 

vsow EAT yest 

Heil k Ciiman S uaker 

It’s a Very Wholesome Loaf 

121 EAST MAIN STREET PHONE 1109



OLD STUDENTS KNOW CARL THOMAS, PHOTOGRAPHER 

BADGER CREAMERY| Nelson & Polk 

 Pasteurized Milk 
and Cream Decorators 

Fresh Creamery Butter 

~~ We make a specialty of fine interior 

rps Wall Paper and Paint Decorations aS 
| Window Shades 

.) Picture Frames, Ete. 

610 University Avenue 218 EAST MAIN STREET 
Telephone 778 : 

This is the T1 
when an inventory of your wardrobe discloses a 
need for a new suit or overcoat. You want a safe 
place to buy, where you can get the latest weaves 
in the most popular colors, such as browns, grays, 
or Yale blues. We have all these, including the new 

basket weave, and most respectfully 
invite your attention 

Suits from $20 to $45 , , 
And Satisfaction Guaranteed 

We also do repairing, cleaning - p 
and pressing 7s se 

Telephone 2211 pes oT E. C. TETZLAFF, Mer 

NEW STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO THE THOMAS STUDIO



Phone 922—Get a “Square Meal” at BEN STITGEN’S, 120 North Main 

e 

For Styles That Are Chic and 
e e 

Fit That is True— 

Printzess Coats and Suits are peculiar, to paraphrase Bret Harte’s famous 
poem. And getting back to prose, our selection of Printzess garments 
for Fall is far and away the feature show of our establishment. 

These Coats and Suits—year after year—add to their high reputation, for 
perfect fit (and we don’t mean just ready-to-wear fit—Wwe mean actual. 
correct fit) for careful selection and serviceable quality of materials and 
for the style—best described by saying that a Printzess garment ‘‘has a 
way with it. 

Sometimes you walk along and see a coat or suit which sets so well, 
which fits so surely, which breathes such good taste, that you are 
forced to take instant note of it. Madam, the chances are that it’s a 
custom-made or a Printzess. 

Be in that class—it’s within the reach of even the moderate purse to own 
a Printzess garment, and the result cannot be measured in words—it’s a 
feeling of intense satisfaction that’s worth having. 

Burdick &G Murray Company 

Madi Cand 

* a ' y e 

Famous Bitter Sweets y 

Special Brands are a e 
our APEX put up 
in one-quarter, one- 
half and one-pound 
boxes, and Capitol 
Chocolate Creams . | ) 

6 ‘ 9 
Try our “Wellington 435 State Street i 

They Are The Finest You Ever Ate 

Phone 922—Try One of BEN’S STEAKS, They Are Great, 120 North Main



JOHN P. MURISH FOR FINE FURNISHINGS 

Conklin & Sons Company Capital City Fruit Store 
M ADISON WIS. SIMON BROS., Proprietors 

Wholesale and Retail 
GUARANTEE . 

Fruits and Vegetables 
We unreservedly guarantee “PITTS- 
TON” Hard Coal to be full weight, -_——— 
exceptionally high in heat units and 
free of impurities. If not entirely sat- 402 STATE STREET 
isfactory in every way, no matter what Phone 732 
the cause, we will replace it, or, if de- | 
sired, will remove it ree of expense 
to you, and refund the amount pai 9 
without argument. Simply notify us W ALTZINGER S 
in writing within ten days of date of 
delivery. We intend to make every 
buyer of “PITTSTON” Coal a per- FOR DELICIOUS 
manent customer. 

Lunches 
Telephone 25 Ice Cream Sherbets 

vaos gi Warsong Confectionery 
214 South Baldwin St. 

MADISON, WIS. 

a 

Joseph M. Boyd, President H. L. Russell, Vice President 

Frank Kessenich, 2nd Vice Pres. Charles O’Neill, Cashier 

Irving BE. Backus, Asst. Cashier at State St. Branch 

Bank of Wisconsi 
MADISON, WIS. 

Capital, $300,000.00 Surplus, $60,000.00 
Additional Liability of Stockholders, . $300,000.00 . 

Highest Interest Consistent with Legitimate Banking 

| We give personal attention to the financial 
Corporations solicited needs of our patrons | 

a: DIRECTORS ——————— 

A. L. SANBORN JOSEPH M. BOYD CHARLES O’NEILI 

ry. A, COLEMAN H. L. BUSSELL P. B. KNOX 

A. O. FOX GEO. E, GARY FRANK CANTWELL 

EUGENE EIGHMY S. A. PIPER W. F. PIERSTORFF 

GEO, SOELCH A. G. SCHMEDEMAN W. J. TECKEMEYER 

FRANK KESSENICH JAMES CONKLIN JACKSON REUTER 

R. RB. KROPF EARNEST KAROW A. H. KAYSER 

a 
JOHN P. MURISH FOR FOWNE’S GLOVES



W. J. HYLAND : ; 
J os il Findlay’s 
a wie 
! ae + se Dry Roast 

ifr Fe (ao. Coffees 
Oe S Me v ae 

Le Rett SURE TO PLEASE 
| a 

PRACTICAL PLUMBER Cla 
AND GAS FITTER | 

Latest improved Bath Tubs, Water 
Closets, Pumps, Lead Pipe, 

Iron Sinks, Etc. . Try a Sample 

Jobbing Promptly Attended to and be Convinced 

TEL. 710} 212 EAST MAIN ST. 

Shoe Shining Parlor |@enaging your property - 
for Ladies and Gentlemen | "ow, or as trustee after 

_ your death, is our 

Hats Cleaned business 

ARTHUR PAPAS ve, Aske for Book 
302% State Street 228 King Street ‘Wie Theories: Your Property 

Swedish Massage Treat- 
ments and Chiropody CENTRAL WISCONSIN 

—— TRUST COMPANY 

Satisfaction Guaranteed MADISON, WIS. 

- L. M. HANKS, President 

E. L. BUMP TI BALTES Gersed Via genes 
S , Treasurer 

Phone 2940 Over Fair Play iY Be HALLIGAN, Secretary



Alexander ° ° 
Kornh Association 
Ornnauser | Dining Hall 

& Co. 740 Langdon 

For Ladies 
_—— and Gentlemen 

Dry Goods, Millinery ; | 

Cloaks and Suits , 
———————————— Private Dining Room for Small 

Parties in Connection 

14, 16, 18 and 20 West Mifflin Street | The Greatest of Care in Arrang- 

MADISON, WISCONSIN ing of Menus 

PIPER BROTHERS | 
WHOLESALE and RETAIL GROCERS 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Telephone 561 31 NORTH PINCKNEY STREET 

The Joseph M.Boyd 
Company’ 

of MadtisonWisconstr 
Capital $100,000 

MUNICIPAL, TIMBER AND 
PUBLIC SERVICE BONDS 

NET 5 AND 6 PER CENT



HAVE THE LITTLE RED HOSPITAL CART CALL FOR YOUR SHOES ; 

After Shaving VSS. aie 

Ae 
White Cross Ai a 

Shaving Lotion 
(25 Cents) 0) AY" sas 

EVERY HUSKY FARMER 
harvests his wheat, and every husky 

= school boy thrives upon it when his 
mother cuts his share of it at every 

meal. Fi oe Soe k pealth and 

LEWIS DRUG STORE ’ 
509 STATE STREET Weber S Bread 

and you’re harvesting for the future. 

THE 
MENGES RED CROSS |C, J. FHRMAN 

PHARMACIES 

26 West Mifflin SL 829 University Ave. Delicatessen 
1726 Monroe St. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN JO 

J. F. SCHADAUER & CO. i 
; Groceries 

The China Shop and Home-Made Goods 
Dishes Rented for Parties and Receptions 302 Sinte Serect 

—— Phone 1591 

: 126 STATE STREET 

VARSITY SHINING PARLORS—319 STATE STREET—Phone 2036



| The University of Wisconsin 
The College of Letters and Sciegce offers a General Course in Liberal Arts; a 

Course in Pharmacy; a Course in Commerce; a Course in Music; a Course in 
Journalism; Library Training Courses in connection with the Wisconsin Library 
School; the Course for the Training of Teachers, and the Course in Chemistry. 

The College of Mechanics and Engineering offers courses of four years in 
Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Applied Electro 
Chemistry, Chemical Engineering and Mining Engineering. 

The College of Law offers a course extending over three years, which leads to 
the degree of Bachelor of Laws and which entitles graduates to admission to the 
Supreme Court of the state without examination. 

The College of Agriculture offers (1) a course of four years in Agriculture; 
(2) a middle course of two years; (3) a short course of one or two years in 
Agriculture; (4) a Dairy Course; (5) a Farmers’ Course; (6) a four years’ course 
in Home Economics. 

The College of Medicine offers a course of two years in Preclinical Medical 
Work, the equivalent of the first two years of the Stancard Medical Course. After 
the successful completion of the two years’ course in the College of Medicine, students 
can finish their medical studies in any medical school in two years. 

The Graduate School offers courses of advanced instruction in all departments 
of the University. 

The University Extension Division embraces the departments of Correspond- 
ence Study, of Debating and Public Discussion, of Lectures, and of Information 
and General Welfare. A Municipal Reference Bureau, which is at the service of 
the people of the state, is maintained, also a Traveling Tuberculosis Exhibit and 
vocational institutes and conferences are held under these auspices. 

Special Courses in the College of Letters and Science 
The Course in Commerce, which extends over four years, is designed for the 

training of young men who desire to enter upon business careers. 
The Courses in Pharmacy are two in number; one extending over two years, 

and one over four years, and are designed to furnish a thoroughly scientific founda- 
tion for the pursuit of the profession of pharmacy. 

The Course for the Training of Teachers, four years in length, is designed to 
prepare teachers for the secondary schools. It includes professional work .in the 
departments of philosophy and education and in the various subjects in the high 
schools as well as observation work in the elementary and secondary schools of 
Madison. 

The Course in Journalism provides four years’ work in newspaper writing 
and practical journalism, together with courses in history, political economy political 
science, English literature, and philosophy, a knowledge of which is necessary for 
journalism of the best type. 

Inbrary Training Courses are given in connection with the Wisconsin Library 
School, students taking the Library School Course during the junior and senior 
years of the University Course. 

: The Course in Chemistry offers facilities for training for those who desire to . 
become chemists. Six courses of study are given, namely, a general course, a course * 
for industrial chemist, a course for agricultural chemist, a course for soil chemist, 
a course for physiological chemist, and a course for food chemist. 

The Libraries at the service of members of the University, include the Library 
of the University of Wisconsin, the Library of the State Historical Society, the 
Library of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters, the State -Law 
Library, and the Madison Free Public Library, which together contain about 
380,000 bound books and over 195,000 pamphlets. 

| Detailed information on any subject connected with the University may be | 
_ ‘obtained by addressing W. D. HIESTAND, Registrar, Madison, Wisconsin. |



Good Things to GRIMMW'S 

LAT at .|BOOK BINDERY Keeley’s “Pal’’ 

FLAT OPENING BLANK BOOKS 
110 State Street 

$$ MAGAZINE BINDING 

Electric Shoe Repairing ae PBR ARY WORK 
‘““‘Work Done While You Wait’’ — 

Telephone No. 469 

Goodyear | 
Shoe Repair ing Company State Journal Block, Fourth Floor 

Work Called for and Delivered 115-123 SOUTH CARROLL STREET 

MADISON, WIS. 

Telephone 3326 209 State Str eet 

F Or 

Bags, Suit Cases and| The Photo Shop 
Trunks W. L. McKILLOP, Mer. 

Go to 
1912 Badger Photographer 

J ° Wee VORD Phone 1468 or 4543 
ng ot 513 State Street 

Special Prices to Students 

Fancy Prices? S§ 

~ Not at O. C. Olson’s 
« Amateur Finishing 

State Street @. Flashlights 
; C. Group Pictures 2 Style and Workmanship: Enlargements 

None Better



Sectional Book C 
This case of three sections with base — = ae 
and top and glass doors, complete in oe ae 
@nyayie Gomn, for... .... Soe. 
This is something entirely new in a book case. ck renee 
It folds and a case of four sections can be folded Fe 
into the size of one for the purpose of packing if # : 

necessary. i 
Start your library with“one, two, threeor more ff 
sections and add to it as your library grows. Se 

Come in and see our splendid line of these sec- : 
tional book cases. — ee 
Buy one of these cases and if not satisfactory FF 
after 30 days, we will refund your money. rr 

Roll Top Desks “e232: fi 

The Bailey Furniture St 
(Better Furniture for Cottage or Mansion) 426 STATE STREET 

Telephone 4178 Telephone 4178 

Electrical Contractors 

Agents for the SPECIAL 

(o R i € h m O nN d Central Station for 

A\\ i ‘ 

@ 2A : Acme Electric Vi Suction Cleaner Flat Irons 
i Eats Dirt A 6-pound flat iron for 
ip ra a snacgnige 

4 . 5 : r Ww ; 
; ih The price is $65 with ie by thine 

gs {=e attachments, f. o. b. Slave and Toaster 

eee, | YOUL Home, and rents Will be glad fo demon 
Sao for $2 per day—$1.50 strate any of these ar- 

for half day. ticles at any time. 

207 KING STREET : : MADISON, WIS.



POOL—COLLEGE BILLIARD HALL—225 STATE STREET 

WM. HUPPRICH, Manager Telephone 920 

Pinpressing letters on paper, cloths or 
CUDAHY CASH MARKET other material; the business of a printer; . 

typography. —Webster’s Dictionary 

The Best of 

Fresh and Salt Meats We bring to bear upon our 
a _ work the experience of over 

Club and Fraternity Trade Solicited a quarter of a century. We 

have maintained an “up-to- 
111 West Mifflin Street Madison, Wis. date” equipment throughout 

all these years. We offer 
buyers of printing the busi- 

Reuter’s Make-Ups Are Good ness-like attention to their 
orders which this experience 

Give Me Your Make-Up Job and and equipment assures them 

I'LL MAKE GOOD 

Costumes and Wigs 
385 Broadway, Milwaukee 

45 Juneau Avenue MILWAUKEE 

_ The | U. W. SHOE STORE 
Fashion Livery 108 University Ave. 

E. S. BURWELL, Proprietor JOSEPH DUNKEL, Prop. 

The Largest Stable in the City 

Closed Carriages and Light Livery All Styles of 

a Specialty Up-to-date Wear 
STUDENT AND CITY TRADE SOLICITED 

Cor. East Washington Ave and Butler St. The nearest Shoe Repairing Shop to 
Phone 333 Madison, Wis. University. All modern machinery 

“The College Publishers”’ 

DESIGNS, HALF TONES, ZINC ETCHIGNS 

116 Michigan Street, MILWAUKEE 501 S. Dearborn Street, CHICAGO 

MEET ME AT THE COLLEGE BILLIARD HALL



ASK FOR 

Ieckemeyer's 

If You Want the Best 

THEY CAN’T BE BEAT 

The Pantorium Company 
The Students’ Most Satisfactory Place for Cleaning 

Pressing and Repairing 

New Location, State Street 
Phone 1180 

, We Call and Deliver 

Sap 

YOu will be pleased to know that the name of OLSON & 
VEERHUSEN COMPANY is synonymous with the 

highest art CUSTOM TAILORING. Unusually attractive 
are our fabrics for Autumn and Winter. Garments we are 
making are of the season’s most approved styles. Inspection 
means conviction. 

7-9 North Pinckney Street Olson €@ Veerhusen Company 
PAARAARARARARARRA RAR rn nnn nen nnn Fi
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| $18.00 | 
Ul a . Smallest Perfect 

, Machine Made 

and use it in your school work. Just the thing for 

Students, Instructors and Professors 

The Bennett Typewriter embodies, at Iéss than one-fifth the cost of the 
standard machine, all that is required of a typewriter. In the “Bennett” you 
get clear, visible writing, easy touch, little noise, perfect alignment, adjust- 

. able margin, reversible ribbon, cighty-four characters on Universal key- 
board and capacity for two copics with one original. These are the feat- 
ures on which the high cost machines base their claims, saying nothing 
about their thirty or more pounds of weight, large size and great number of 
parts. 

The ‘‘Bennett’’ weighs less than five pounds, case and all. It measures 
eleven inches across, five inches front to back and two inches high. It has 
less than two hundred and fifty parts, counting every spring and screw, 
whereas the large typewriters have over two thousand parts. It is the only 
low priced typewriter inked by a ribbon. 

The “Bennett” has been put to hard and practical use by 20,000 purchasers, 
who have abundantly demonstrated that it is durable and efficient. 

i 

OUR WARRANTY—The ‘‘Bennett’’ is guaranteed against any defect in 
material or workmanship. Any parts showing defects within one year, 
not caused by misuse, will be replaced at our expense, ribbons excep- 

ted, either by sending you the parts, or if machine is returned to our 

factory or nearest branch office, charges prepaid. 

Scape tsi SSS lS 

_ Call, Phone or Write 

National Utility C | 
121 State Street, Madison, Wis. 

; Telephone 2215 

el 
a



LE NE eS 

A Wonderful Savi 
On Hosi 

Six pairs of Holeproof Hose are guaranteed to wear without 
holes for six months. For $3 a year you can be free from all 
holes and all darning. Common hose, costing twice as much in 
a year, must be darned every week or two after buying. Isn’t 
the guaranteed way the best? 25.) 

There’s only one way to buy hosiery now. @ @& 
Get a guarantee of the wear from the dealer. as To Dealers 

You can get one of dealers who sell ‘‘Holeproof,”’ ne Write for our 
with every six pairs. Buy only two boxes of pee eee o y, P : y y tion. Excellent 
Holeproof’’ a year and you'll mever have holes opportunity. 

in your hose—never have to darn. ‘‘Holeproof’’ la Thousands of 
are made for men, women and children, so the : Mie RoE etc 
whole family can have this advantage. Over with“ Holeproof:’ 
nine million pairs will be sold this year. A mil- Greatest trade 
lion people are wearing them now. Don't you moter ever 
think, if they suit so many, that they will suit ? REGU LESBO SD E , yy, yi y Will suit your nishings busi- 

We have had 38 years of experience. ‘‘Hole- Pa ness. Ask how 
proof’’ were the first guaranteed hose made, 3 Reoueaue Se 

They are soft and stylish, and they come in the 

lightest weights if you want them. Np VN 

4 FAM@US he I (i oleprooffiosiery “Ga 
FOR MEN WOMEN’ AND CHILDREN “ 

We pay for yarn an average of 70c a_ months, cost $1.50 up to $3.00, according 
pound, though yarn canbe bought for 30c. _to finish and weight. 
Ours is Egyptian and Sea Island cotton. There are twelve colors, ten weights 
There’s nothing finer. We spend $55,000 and five grades for men. Seven colors, 
a year for inspection—to see thateach three weights and three grades for 
pair is perfection. You can't buy a women and two colors, two weights and 
poor pair. three grades for children. Silk hose 

Try “Holeproof” today. But get the for men cost $2.00 for three pairs, guar- 

genuine, for there are hundreds of poor anteed three months. Three pairs of 
imitations. The genuine only are sot women's silk hose cost $3 00, guaranteed 

and light. No common hose were ever three months. The genuine are sold in 
made better. your town. We'lltell you the dealers’ 

tag eta ie names on request, or ship direct where 
nsist on this signature on every pair. there’s no dealer near, charges prepaid 

on receipt of remittance. Write for free 
ene , Cees, book, ‘How to Make Your Feet Happy.” 

Unless it is there the i 
By hose are not ‘‘Holeproof.” Holeprocf Hosiery Company 

= Sixipairseee pisntor 000 Fourth Street Milwaukee, Wis. 

(uuu) = mercerized cotton "Hole; Bre ene es eter canada nn 8 
ites? proof,’ guaranteed Six Tampico News Co.,S. A., City of Mexico, Agents for Mexican Republic 

ty 
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